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STRATEGIC ANALYSIS OF 
OPERATING INCOME  

 LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

After studying this chapter, you will be able to: 

❑ Evaluate profitability 

❑ Advise on advanced activity based costing, activity based management, 
activity based budgeting  
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 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

 

 PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS 

An organisation which operates in a competitive environment has to adopt various strategies to 

survive profitably into the market where it operates. Porter in its generic strategy theory has 

suggested that a firm can survive profitably in the long term if it chooses its  generic strategy 

according to the environment in which it operates and which conforms to the overall corporate 

objectives. A firm would be profitable if it is either a cost leader i.e. it can produce its product at a 

lower cost than its competitor and enjoy maximum market share or if it produces its products with 

some peculiar features which make it different from others. Whichever, approach a firm may 

choose it has to be very careful on the part of actual performance and any deviation from the set 

performance target. To achieve its objectives, it has to put some performance measurement 

mechanism into place so that any deviation can be measured and corrective action can be taken.  

Profitability Analysis can be useful to measure the performance of a firm against the acceptable 

standards. Profitability can be analysed as per the requirement of the management, to assist them 

to identify the critical success factors and to take appropriate decisions. 

 STRATEGIC PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS 

Operating Profit of a firm is affected by various components which are responsible for changes in 

the revenue and costs. A change in the profit may be due to revenue or costs or both the factors. 

For analyzing operating income, we spread our analysis into three main areas or components 

which are (a) Growth Component (b) Price Recovery Component and (c) Productivity Component. 

Analysis will cover both revenue and cost effect, wherever applicable, on these components 

separately. 
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Growth Component measures the change in the quantity of output sold. The growth component 

of the change in the operating income measures the increase/ decrease in revenue and in costs 

due to selling more/ less quantity units from the previous period. 

Revenue Effect  

Revenue effect of growth can be measured with the help of the following formula:  

Revenue Effect of Growth 

=     
        

Actualunitsof output Actualunitsof output
- ×Sellingpriceinlast year

soldincurrent year soldinlast year
 

The revenue effect of growth measures the increase/ decrease in revenue solely due to change in 

number of units sold. 

Cost Effect  

Cost effect of growth measures the effect of variable cost and fixed cost separately.  

Cost Effect of Growth for Variable Costs 

= 
    
    
    
    

Unitof inputrequiredto Actualunitsof input

- ×Inputpriceinlast yearproducecurrent yearoutput usedtoproducelast year's

inlast year output

 

 

Strategic Analysis of 
Operating Profit

Growth 
Component

Revenue Effect Cost Effect

Variable Costs

Fixed Costs

Price Recovery 
Component

Revenue Effect Cost Effect

Variable Costs

Fixed Costs

Productivity 
Component

Cost Effect

Variable Costs

Fixed Costs
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Cost Effect of Growth for Fixed Costs 

= 

  
   

   
   

  

Actualunitsof capacity in

last year if adequate to Actualunitsof capacity
- × Price per unit of capacity in last year

producecurrent year's inlast year

productioninlast year

 

Price Recovery Component of change in operating income measures the changes in the 

revenue and costs solely due to changes in prices.  

Revenue Effect  

Revenue effect of price recovery can be measured with the help of the following formula:  

Revenue Effect of Price Recovery 

= ( ) ( ) 
  

Actual  units of outputSellingpricein Sellingpricein
- ×sold in currentyearcurrent year last year

 

The revenue effect of price recovery measures the increase/ decrease in revenue solely due to 

change in selling prices. 

Cost Effect 

Cost effect of price recovery measures the effect of variable cost and fixed cost separately.  

Cost Effect of Price Recovery for Variable Cost 

= 
i r pp p

y o l y

    
        

Unitsof nput equiredto roduceInput ricein Input ricein
- ×

current year last year current ear's utputin ast ear
 

Cost Effect of Price Recovery for Fixed Costs 

= 
c l

c

    
        

Actualunitsof apacity in ast year,
Priceperunitof capacity Priceperunitof capacity if adequate toproducecurrent year's-  × 
in urrent year inlast year outputinlast year

 

Productivity Component measures the change in the operating income due to changes in the 

product mix and/ or yield of inputs as compared with the last year. This component uses current 

year’s prices of input to measure the changes in costs only. 
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Cost Effect of Productivity for Variable Cost 

= 
i i

p c

    
    
    
    

Actualunitsof nput Unitsof nputrequired

- ×Inputpriceincurrent yearusedto roduce urrent toproducecurrent year's

year'soutput outputinlast year

 

Cost Effect of Productivity for Fixed Costs 

=

  
   
   
    
   

Actualunitsofcapacityin
Actualunitsofcapacity lastyearifadequateto

- ×Price per unit of capacity in current year
incurrentyear producecurrentyear's

production in lastyear

 

Reconciliation of Operating Profit 

Particulars  Costs Revenue 

Operating Profit in Last Year xxx 

Add/(Less): Revenue and Cost Effect of Growth Component 
(+) F 

(-) A 

(+) F 

(-) A 

Add/(Less): Revenue and Cost Effect of Price Recovery Component 
(+) F 

(-) A 

(+) F 

(-) A 

Add/ (Less): Cost Effect of Productivity Component 
(+) F 

(-) A 
- 

Total xxx xxx 

Operating Profit in Current Year (Revenue – Costs) xxx 

F= Favorable, A= Adverse 

Illustration 1 

Y Limited is a manufacturer of Cardboard boxes. An analysis of its operating income between 

2020 and 2021 shows the following: 

 Income 

Statement 

(amount 

in 2020) 

Revenue & 

Cost Effect 

of Growth 

Component 

in 2021 

Revenue & Cost 

Effect of Price 

Recovery 

Component in 

2021 

Cost Effect 

of 

Productivity 

Component 

in 2021 

Income 

Statement 

(amount in 

2021) 

Revenue (`) 40,00,000 2,00,000(F) 4,20,000(F) - 46,20,000 

Cost (`) 29,20,000 60,000 (A) 2,56,000(A) 58,000(F) 31,78,000 

Operating Income (`) 10,80,000 1,40,000(F) 1,64,000(F) 58,000(F) 14,42,000 
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Y limited sold 4,00,000 boxes and 4,20,000 boxes in 2020 and 2021 respectively. During 2021 the 

market for cardboard boxes grew 3% in terms of number of units and all other changes are due to 

company's differentiation strategy and productivity.  

Required 

COMPUTE how much of the change in operating income from 2020 to 2021 is due to the industry 

market size factor, productivity and product differentiation and also reconcile the profit of both 

years due to these factors. 

Solution 

Reconciliation of Operating Income 

Particulars Amount (`) 

Operating Income in 2020 10,80,000 

Add:  Change Due to Industry Market Size Factor (W.N.-1) 84,000 

  Changes Due to Productivity (W.N.-2) 58,000 

  Changes Due to Product Differentiation (W.N.-3) 2,20,000 

Operating Income in 2021 14,42,000 

Workings  

Total Increase in Sale of Cardboard Boxes 20,000 Boxes (4,20,000 Boxes – 4,00,000 Boxes). Out 

of this increase in Sales of 20,000 Boxes, 12,000 Boxes (3% of 4,00,000) is due to growth in 

market size, and the remaining 8,000 Boxes (20,000 Boxes – 12,000 Boxes) are due to an 

increase in market share. 

W.N.1 Effect of the Industry Market Size Factor on operating income: 

 =  Revenue and Cost Effect of Growth Component in 2021 ×  

       
Increase  in  Sales  Unit Due to Market Growth

Total  Growth in Sales  Unit (from2020 to 2021)
 

 =  `1,40,000 × 
12,000Boxes

20,000Boxes
  

 =  `84,000 (F) 

W.N.2 Effect of Productivity on operating income: 

 = Cost Effect of Productivity Component in 2021 

 = ` 58,000 (F) 
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W.N.3 Effect of Product Differentiation on operating income: 

Particulars Amount (`) 

Increase in the Selling Price 
(Revenue Effect of the Price Recovery Component)  

4,20,000 (F) 

Increase in Prices of Inputs 
(Cost Effect of the Price Recovery Component) 

2,56,000 (A) 

Growth in Market Share Due to Product Differentiation*                               

8,000 Boxes
1,40,000  

20,000 Boxes

 
 
 

`    56,000 (F) 

Total 2,20,000 (F) 

* Revenue and Cost Effect of Growth Component in 2021×
Increase  in Sales  Unit  Due to  Product  Differentiation

Total  Growth in Sales  Unit  (from 2020 to 2021)
      

 

 PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS THROUGH ACTIVITY BASED COSTING 

Activity Based Costing (ABC) which has become an important aspect of manufacturing or service 

organizations can be defined as a methodology that means the cost and performance of activities, 

resources, and cost objects. A well designed and implemented ABC system is a powerful aid to 

management evaluation and decision making, thereby improving organizational performance.  In 

service sector, direct costs are generally low and overheads tend not to be volume related or 

capable of being easily attributed to product/ service/ customer being supplied . In this situation, 

ABC, with its emphasis on activities and their cost drivers, helps cost to identify more easily and 

managed more effectively. In addition, because the resource consumption by different products, 

customers or segments of the business is more accurately measured, activity -based profitability 

analysis is likely to provide more useful information to management . 

Direct Product Profitability (DPP) 

For a profit making organisation, profit earned from an operation is a key performance indicator 

which assures and controls the direction towards the organisation’s objectives.  In today’s 

competitive business era most of the firms are having a portfolio of  various ranges of products 

either for the same consumer market or for different consumer markets. A firm which has a 

portfolio of profitable products enjoys high profitability. However, it is very important to know the 

relative profitability of an individual product so that management can concentrate on the profitable 

products and weed out the loss-making products from the products’ portfolio. Direct Product 

Profitability is one among the various analytical methods which analyse the profitability for each 

product or segment of products separately.  

DPP is used to measure the profitability of an individual product and assist management to know 

the true profitability to make appropriate decisions.  As opposed to the traditional absorption 

costing, where normally labour hours or machine hours are used as a basis for absorption of 

indirect costs, DPP uses variety of measures like space used for transportation and storing of 

goods, refrigeration time etc. DPP is generally used in the retail trade to determine profitability 

from an individual product. 
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CIMA describe DPP “used primarily within the retail sector, DPP involves the attribution of both 
the purchase price and other indirect costs (for example distribution, warehousing and retailing) 
to each product line. Thus, a net profit, as opposed to a gross profit, can be identified for each 
product. The cost attribution process utilizes a variety of measures (for example warehousing 
space and transport time) to reflect the resource consumption of individual products.” 

Benefits of DPP 

▪ Better cost analysis. 

▪ Better pricing decisions. 

▪ Better management of stores and warehouse space. 

▪ The rationalisation of product ranges. 

Direct Product Profitability Statement 

Retail organisations traditionally deducted the bought in cost of goods from the selling price to give 

a gross margin. The gross margin is useless measure for controlling the costs of the organisation 

itself or making decisions about the profitability of the different products. In calculati on of gross 

margin, only the direct costs involved in buying the product by retailers is considered, however 

colossal amount of indirect costs incurred at organization level rather than at product level, gets 

ignored completely. For example, it does not include the storage costs of various goods and these 

costs vary considerably from one goods to another. A method was needed which relates the 

indirect costs to the goods according to the way the goods uses or creates these costs.  

Indirect costs, for DPP may be analysed into basic cost categories as follows: 

(i) Overhead Cost: This is incurred through an activity that is not directly linked to a particular  

product. 

(ii) Volume Related Cost: The cost is incurred in relation to the space occupied by products. This 

includes storage and transport costs. 

(iii) Product Batch Cost: This cost is often a time-based cost. If product items (that is a number of 

identical products which are handled together as a batch) are stocked on shelves a  labour 

time cost is incurred. 

(iv) Inventory Financing Costs: This is the cost of tying up money in stock and is the cost of  the 

product multiplied by interest rate per day or per week. 

Direct Product Profit can be derived as shown below: 

Sales xx 

Less: Cost of Goods Sold xx 

Gross Margin xx 

Less: Direct Product Costs (Warehouse, Transportation, Store etc.) xx 

Direct Product Profit xx 
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Table 1, given below shows the DPP for product A. Directly attributable costs have been grouped 

into three categories and are deducted from the gross margin to determine the good’s DPP.  

Table- 1 

Direct Product Profit for Product A  

Particulars (`) 

Selling Price p.u. 150.00 

Less: Bought-in Price 80.00 

Gross Margin 70.00 

Less: Direct Product Costs:  

 Warehouse Costs 16.00 

 Transport Costs 18.00 

 Store Costs 22.00 

Direct Product Profit p.u. 14.00 

Warehouse and store costs will include items such as labour, space and insurance costs, while , 

transport costs will include labour, fuel and vehicle maintenance costs. The usual way to spread 

these costs across the different goods sold is in relation to volume or area occupied, as most  costs 

increase in direct proportion to the volume of the good or the space it occupies. However,  there 

are some exceptions to this; for example, insurance costs may be better spread on value or on a 

risk index. Risk is greater with refrigerated or perishable goods. Refrigeration costs must  only be 

related to those products that need to be stored in the refrigerator.  

The result of this type of DPP cost analysis may give information such as that given in the 

following table: 

Table-2 

Profit Gross Margin (%) DPP (%) 

Ice-Cream 20.40 4.60 

Baby Food 11.00 5.50 

Tooth Paste 31.20 18.80 

Wine 45.30 17.20 

Paper Tissues 15.70 0.00 

Above table-2 shows that for ice-cream there is a considerable gap between the gross margin and 

the DPP because its refrigerated storage is expensive. It also shows that paper tissues,  which had 

quite a healthy gross margin, are just breaking even with DPP; this is because they consume more 

store space relative to their price.  
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While the super market or other retailer does not have the luxury of stopping selling paper tissues, 

because obviously, it would lose considerable trade if it did not stock a complete range of goods, it 

does have other choices. The choices are merchandising ones, such as where to display the stock 

and in what position on the shelves. Stocks at eye level sells more quickly than the above or below 

eye level. The brand with the greatest margin should be placed at eye level. Goods at the front of 

the store tend to sell faster than goods at the back. This explains why tissues are rarely found 

close to the entrance or the cash till.   

With manufactured products cost per unit for the different  products is often calculated and then the 

products are ranked. For a retail organization, DPP per unit may not be the best measure to use. 

DPP per unit of time adds another dimension to the measurement and DPP per unit of time per 

measure of space adds a third. This is automatically built in when overheads are spread if a cost  

each product uses this rate multiplied by the volume and the number of days or weeks i n the 

system. In the example in Table-1, the store costs would be based on a rate per cubic centimeter 

or metre per day and the product cost can be calculated according to its size and the time it takes 

to flow through the system. For example, if the store cost per cubic cm is `0.0073 per day and 

good A is 10 cubic cms and the average stay in the store is three days, the store cost per item is 

`0.0073 × 10 cms. × 3 days = `0.22. 

Illustration 2 

Jigyasa India Ltd. (JIL) has 30 retail stores of uniform sizes ‘Fruity & Sweety Retails’ across the 

country. Mainly three products namely ‘Butter Jelly’, ‘Fruits & Nuts’ and ‘Icy Cool’ are sold through 

these retail stores. JIL maintains stocks for all retail stores in a centralised warehouse. Goods are 

released from the warehouse to the retail stores as per requisition raised by the stores. Goods are 

transported to the stores through two types of vans i.e. normal and refrigerated. These vans are to 

be hired by the JIL. 

Costs per month of JIL are as follows: 

 (`) Total (`) 

Warehouse Costs:   

Labour & Staff Costs 27,000  

Refrigeration Costs 1,52,000  

Material Handling Costs 28,000 2,07,000 

Head Office Cost:   

Salary & Wages to Head Office Staff 50,000  

Office Administration Costs 1,27,000 1,77,000 

Retail Stores Costs:   

Labour Related Costs 33,000  

Refrigeration Costs 1,09,000  

Other Costs 47,000 1,89,000 
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Average transportation cost of JIL per trip to any retail stores are as follows:  

Normal Van ` 3,200 

Refrigerated Van ` 4,900 

The Chief Financial Manager asked his Finance managers to calculate profitability based on three 

products sold through Fruity & Sweety retail stores rather than traditional method of calculating 

profitability.  

The following information regarding retail stores are gathered: 

 Butter 
Jelly 

Fruits & 
Nuts 

Icy 
Cool 

No. of Cartons per cubic metre (m3) 42 28 40 

No. of Items per cartons (units) 300 144 72 

Time in Warehouse (in months) 1 1.5 0.5 

Time in Retail Stores (in months) 1 2 1 

Selling Price per unit (`) 84 42 26 

Purchase Price per unit (`) 76 34 22 

Butter Jelly and Icy-Cool are required to be kept under refrigerated conditions.  

Additional information: 

Total Volume of All Goods Sold per month 40,000 m3 

Total Volume of Refrigerated Goods Sold per month 25,000 m3 

Carrying Volume of each van  64 m3 

Required 

CALCULATE the Profit per unit using Direct Product Profitability (DPP) method.  

Solution 

Direct Product Profitability (DPP) Statement 

                                                              (Amount in `) 

 Butter 

Jelly 

Fruits & 

Nuts 

Icy 

Cool 

Selling Price per unit 84.00 42.00 26.00 

Less: Purchase Price per unit 76.00 34.00 22.00 

Gross Profit                                 …(A) 8.00 8.00 4.00 

Direct Product Costs:    

Warehouse Costs per m3 [W.N.-1] 7.46 2.07 3.73 
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Retail Stores Costs per m3 [W.N.-2] 6.36 4.00 6.36 

Transportation Costs [W.N.-3] 76.56 50.00 76.56 

Total DPP costs per m3  90.38 56.07 86.65 

Items per m3 [W.N.-4] 12,600 4,032 2,880 

Cost per item                               …(B) 0.007 0.014 0.030 

Direct Product Profit            …(A) – (B) 7.993 7.986 3.97 

Working Notes 

(1)  Warehouse Related Costs 

 General 
Costs (`) 

Cost Related with 

Refrigerated Goods (`) 

Labour & Staff Costs 27,000 --- 

Refrigeration Costs --- 1,52,000 

Material Handling Costs 28,000 --- 

Total 55,000 1,52,000 

Volume of Goods Sold 40,000 m3 25,000 m3 

Cost per m3 per month 1.38 6.08 

 

Products Time in 

Warehouse 

Cost per m3 per 
month (`) 

Total Cost 
(`) 

Butter Jelly 1 Month 7.46 

(1.38 + 6.08) 

7.46 

Fruits & Nuts 1.5 Months 1.38 2.07 

Icy-cool 0.5 Months 7.46 

(1.38 + 6.08) 

3.73 

(2)   Retail Stores Related Costs 

 General 
Costs (`) 

Cost Related with 

Refrigerated Goods (`) 

Labour Related Costs 33,000 --- 

Refrigeration Costs --- 1,09,000 

Other Costs 47,000 --- 

Total 80,000 1,09,000 

Volume of Goods Sold 40,000 m3 25,000 m3 

Cost per m3 per month 2.00 4.36 
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Products Time in Retail 
Stores 

Cost per m3 per 
month 

Total Cost 

Butter Jelly 1 Month `6.36 

(`2.00 + `4.36) 

`6.36 

Fruits & Nuts 2 Months `2.00 `4.00 

Icy-Cool 1 Month `6.36 

(`2.00 + `4.36) 

`6.36 

(3)   Transportation Costs 

 Normal Van 

Costs 

Refrigerated Van 

Costs 

Cost per trip `3,200 `4,900 

Volume of Van 64 m3 64 m3 

Cost per m3 per trip `50.00 `76.56 

(4)   No. of Items per m3 

Products No. of 

Cartons/ m3 

No. of Items per 

Cartons (units) 

No. of Items 

per m3 

Butter Jelly 42 300 12,600 

(42 × 300) 

Fruits & Nuts 28 144 4,032 

(28 × 144) 

Icy - Cool 40 72 2,880 

(40 × 72) 

Customer Profitability Analysis 

In many organisations it is just as important to cost customers as it is to cost products. Different 

customers or groups of customers differ in their profitability. This is a relatively new technique that 

ABC makes possible because it creates cost pools for activities. Customers use some activities 

but not all, and different groups of customers have different ‘activity profiles’. 

Service organisations, such as a bank or a hotel, in particular need to cost customers. A bank’s  

activities for a customer will include the following types of activities: 

▪ Withdrawal of cash 

▪ Unauthorised overdraft 

▪ Request for a statement 

▪ Stopping a cheque 

▪ Returning a cheque because of insufficient funds 
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Different customers or categories of customers will each use different amounts of these activities  

and so customer profitability profiles can be built up, and customers can be charged according  to 

the cost to serve them. A hotel may have activities that are provided for specific types of  

customers, such as well laid-out gardens, a swimming pool and a bar. Older guests may 

appreciate and use the garden, families use the swimming pool and business guests  use the bar. 

If the activities are charged to the relevant guests a correct cost per bed occupied can be 

calculated for this type of category. This will show the relative profitability and lead to strategies for 

encouraging the more profitable guests. 

Even a manufacturing organization can benefit from costing its customers. Not all customers cost 

the same to serve even if they require the same products. Some customers may be located  a long 

way from the factory and transport may cost more. Other customers may be disruptive and place 

rush orders that interrupt production scheduling and require immediate  special transport. Some 

customers need after sales service and help with technical matters, etc.  

Benefits of Customer Profitability Analysis 

▪ It helps the supplier to identify which customers are eroding overall profitability and which 

customers are contributing to it. 

▪ It can help to provide a basis for constructive dialogue between buyer and seller to improve 

margins. 

Illustration 3 

A and B are two customers of XYZ Electronics Ltd., a manufacturer of audio players. Selling price 
per unit is ` 5,400. Its cost of production per unit is ` 4,420. 

Additional costs are:  

Order Processing Cost……………………………..` 2,000 per order  

Delivery Costs……………………………………….` 3,500 per delivery  

Details of customers A and B for the period are given below:  

 Customer A Customer B 

Audio Players purchased (nos.) 350 500 

No. of orders 5 (each of 70 units) 10 (each of 50 units) 

No. of deliveries  5 0 

The company’s policy is to give a discount of 5% on the selling price on orders for 50 units or 

more, and to further give 8% discount on the undiscounted selling price if a customer uses his own 

transport of collect the order. Assume that production levels are not altered by these orders.  

Required 

(i) ANALYSE the profitability by comparing profit per unit for each customer.  

(ii) COMMENT on the discount policy on delivery. 
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Solution 

(i)                                             Customer’s Profitability Statement 

Particulars Customer- A Customer- B 

Sales (units) 350 500 

 (`) (`) 

Selling Price per unit               5,400 5,400 

Less: Discount (Quantity)   

    

270 

(`5,400 × 5%) 

270 

(`5,400 × 5%) 

Less: Discount (Delivery)  

    

--- 432 

(`5,400 × 8%) 

Selling Price (Net of Discounts) per unit 5,130 4,698 

Less: Variable Cost per unit 4,420 4,420 

Contribution per unit       710 278 

Total Contribution 2,48,500 

(`710 × 350 units) 

1,39,000 

(`278 × 500 units) 

Less: Additional Overheads   

          Delivery Cost   

 

17,500 

(5 × `3,500) 

--- 

          Order Processing Cost 

 

10,000 

(5 × `2,000) 

20,000 

(10 × `2,000) 

Profit per customer* 2,21,000 1,19,000 

Profit per customer per unit 631.43 238.00 

Analysis 

 Even though A has lower sales volume (30% lesser from B), it is contributing almost double 

profit that is being contributed by B as overall discount offered to customer A is quite less.  

(ii)  Comments on the “Discount Policy on Delivery” 

 Discount on delivery offered to customer B is `432 per unit. If transport for delivery is 

provided to customer B then the cost would have been `70 per unit (10 deliveries × ` 3,500 / 

500 units), which is lesser by `362. It may also be noted that delivery cost in case of 

customer A is only `50 per unit (`17,500 ÷ 350 units). Hence, company needs to review 

discount policy on delivery but significance of profitability of customer B should also be kept 

in mind while doing so. 
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 ABC IN ADVANCED MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT 

The striking question is what has changed between the manufacturing environment then and now, 

and how ABC could help to fill the gap?  The change in workplace/ manufacturing environment are 

mainly attributed to two of the below factors: 

Global Competitiveness: Today every industry be it small or large, faces intense competition 

both at national and international level with the advent of internet technology. Internet has put an 

end to geographical barriers due to which now every consumer is free to choose among products 

that meet their quality expectation and priced reasonably. Therefore, the traditional approach of 

estimating demand and producing accordingly does not go a long way. As a resolution to this 

situation, organizations increasingly started adopting just in time manufacturing approach and 

implementing advanced manufacturing technology. More relevant and timely information is 

required for these organizations to build a sustainable long-term competitive advantage. 

Organization must improve value received by their customers while increasing their own profits 

simultaneously. ABC supports the continuous improvement process by allowing management to 

gain new insights into activity performance, by focusing attention on the sources of demand for 

activities and by permitting management to create a behavioral incentive to improve one or more 

aspects of manufacturing. Better assessment of cost behavior, increased accuracy in product 

costing and an attempt to achieve continuous cost improvement are all critical for advanced 

manufacturing environment.  

Workplace Automation: In this age of industrial revolution, computer age has overridden the 

labor power. Things like computer aided design, computer aided manufacturing and robo tics, have 

allowed flexible manufacturing which was not possible in a labor-intensive scenario. Therefore, a 

drastic switch in cost structure has also taken place. In a labor -intensive phase, labor costs used 

to be the major direct product cost which is now replaced by indirect equipment cost and support 

overheads on personnel that support the machine activity. ABC provides more realistic and 

accurate product costing, as traditional volume-based costing system does not take into account 

the Non-unit Level Overhead Costs such as Setup Cost, Inspection Cost, and Material Handling 

Cost etc. Cost Analysis under ABC system shows that while these costs are largely fixed with 

respect to sales volume, but they are not fixed to other appropriate cost drivers.  

The concepts underlying a relevant costing analysis continue to be completely valid in an 

advanced manufacturing setting and in a situation where activity - based costing is used. 

Further it is pertinent to mention that ABC offers no increase in product-costing accuracy for 

single-product setting. 
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 ACTIVITY BASED COST MANAGEMENT (ABM)  

Empirical studies of ABC implementation have frequently shown that the greater benefit derived 

from its adoption are in Cost Management rather in providing accurate product cost. The term 

Activity based management (ABM) is used to describe the Cost Management application of 

ABC. The use of ABC as a costing tool to manage costs at activity level is known as Activity 

Based Cost Management (ABM). ABM is a discipline that focuses on the efficient and effective 

management of activities as the route to continuously improving the value received by customers. 

ABM utilizes cost information gathered through ABC. Through various different types of analysis, 

ABM manages activities rather than resources. It determines what drives the activities of the 

organisation and how these activities can be improved to increase the profitability.  

Consortium for Advanced Management International (CAM) defines ABM as “adds a dynamic, 

continuous improvement dimension to the more static ABC model”.  

CAM-1 defines ABM as: “A discipline that focuses on the management of activities as the route 

to improving the value received by the customer and the profit achieved by providing this value. 

This discipline includes cost driver analysis, activity analysis, and performance measurement. 

Activity-Based Management draws on Activity-Based Costing as its major source of 

information.” 

Interestingly, it has been observed that Japanese accountants began exploring activity-based 

techniques in the early 1990s following movement in the United States toward the ABM model.  

Activity-Based Management Model 

 
Source: From the CAM-I Glossary of Activity-Based Management, Edited by Norm Raffish and Peter B. B. Turney, (Arligton: CAM-I, 

1991). 

Figure given above represents ABM model in a chart developed for CAM-1. In commenting on this 

model, one of its co-developers stated, “ABC supplies the information, and ABM uses this 

information in various analysis designed to yield continuous improvement.” 
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Designing and Implementing ABM 

Cost Driver Analysis 

Identification and analysis of cost drivers is a necessary first step toward improving the cost-
effectiveness of activities and cost management through ABM. A cost driver is any factor that causes 
a change in the cost of an activity. For example, the quality of parts received by an activity, for 
example the percentage which are defective is a determining factor in the work required by that 
activity, because the quality of parts received affects the resources required to perform the activity. 
An activity may have multiple cost drivers associated with it 1. 

Activity Analysis 

To meet the goal of drastic cost reductions and value enhancement, we need something beyond just 
performing cost driver analysis. Here, comes into play the second step of ABM which is activity 
analysis which necessarily deals with eliminating non value-added activities and thus reducing the 
total number of activities to be performed. It is a process of analyzing each key activity individually 
and placing each of them into one of the two categories which are Value Added Activity and Non -
Value-Added Activity. Further activity analysis also involves identification of activities and grouping 
them into various activity centres (or activity cost pools) that should be used in an ABC system. The 
degree to which activities are grouped together into activity centres depends on the costs and 
benefits of the alternatives. The number of activity centres is likely to change over time as 
organisational needs for activity information evolve. For Example, only a few activity centres may be 
used in an initial ABC pilot study. As managers become more accustomed to the initial ABC system 
and find the output useful, they may request a more detailed and refined ABC model.  

Performance Analysis 

Organizations perform hundreds of activities out of which significant activities must be ide ntified for 
the purpose of performance analysis.  This analysis focuses managers’ attention on those activities 
that have the most potential for performance improvement. This analysis is carried out from either of 
the two aspects below– 

Analysis based on expected cost:  The activity rates identified by the ABC system provide prima facie 
insight into which activities costs more than benchmarks set by comparing the actual activity rates to 
perform key activities and the industry activity rates.   This can provide managers with incentives to 
improve operations.  Alternatively, managers might decide to outsource some activities to an outside 
firm that do the task more cost effectively2. 

Analysis based on time spent: However, sometimes knowing and comparing the activity rates by 
itself is insufficient to measure activity performance. Activity measures of quality, cycle time, 
productivity and customer service may also be required to judge activity performance 1. For example, 
comparing the actual processing time of a product with the processing time of similar products of 
other firms in industry can indicate if any scope exists to improve such activity on our end.  

Measuring the performance of activities provides a scorecard to report how well improvement effo rts 
are working and is an integral part of continuous improvement 2. This analysis can produce 
performance reports indicating performance of activity centres or other organisational units, 
consistent with each unit’s goals and objectives.  

Source/ References: 1.Technical Briefing, Developing and Promoting Strategy, Activity-based Management – An Overview, April 2001; 2. 

https://baelearn.uncg.edu/wordpress/scm432/week-three-scm-652/activity-based-costingactivity-based-management; 
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Value Added (VA) Activities / Non-Value Added (NVA) Activities 

ABM views the business as a set of linked activities that ultimately add value to the customer. 

Managers who want to enhance customer value and manage costs must manage the underlying 

activities. ABM is based on the premise that activities consume costs. Therefore, by managing 

activities costs will be managed in long term. Activities may be grouped in such a way as to 

describe the total process. For Example, serving a particular customer involves a number of 

discrete activities, but the sum total of these activities represents the process by which the client is 

serviced. ABM classifies each activity within a process as value-added activities or non-value 

added activities. 

Value-Added Activities 

The VA activities are those activities which are indispensable in order to complete the process.  

The customers are usually willing to pay (in some way) for these services. For Example, polishing 

furniture by a manufacturer dealing in furniture is a value- added activity.  

 

Non-Value-Added Activities 

The NVA activity represents work that is not valued by the external or internal customer. NVA 

activities do not improve the quality or function of a product or service, but they can adversely 

affect costs and prices. Non-Value Added activities create waste, result in delay of some sort, add 

costs to the products or services and for which the customer is not willing to pay. Moving materials 

and machine set up for a production run are examples of NVA activities.  

 
 
 

Measures for determining 
whether an activity adds value3

Is the activity necessary? 

If Yes, it is VA.

Is the activity efficiently 
performed?

If It is useful to adopt budgets, 
targets, or external 

benchmarks to established VA 
baseline, it is VA.

Is an activity sometimes VA 
and sometimes NVA? 

Needless movement of raw 
material, It is NVA. However, 

sometime it may be needed to 
transfer WIP units between 

production operations, It is VA.
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In the manufacturing operation, five major activities are often cited as wasteful and unnecessary:  

 
None of these activities adds any value for the customer. Scheduling, for example, is not 

necessary if the company has learned how to produce on demand. Similarly , inspecting would not 

be necessary if the product is produced correctly the first time 4. 

 

Test Your Understanding  

A wine manufacturer stores a wine, the manufacturing of which is already completed but which 
needs to be stored for a specific period to meet the quality standard specified by customer. You 
are required to identify value-added and non- value-added activity.  
Hint  

If a wine manufacturer stores a wine, the manufacturing of which is already complete but which 
needs to be stored for a specific period to meet quality standard specified by customer, such 
storing time would be considered as a value added activity  since without this storing activity 
manufacturing of wine of specified quality would not be complete . 

Note: The quality and price of wine enhances as it grows old.  

By measuring activities rather than traditional departmental costs, business can focus on cross 

functional processes in order to identify NVA activities and pinpoint the time drives of cost at 

each stage.  

NVA Costs should be reported in activity center cost reports. One approach that management 

accountant find useful in identifying NVA activities is to classify the ways in which time spent in a 
manufacturing process.  

In most operations, time is spent in the following ways:  

Storing
An activity that uses time and 

resources while a good or material is 
held in inventory. 

Moving
An activity that uses time and 

resources to move materials, work in 
process, and finished goods from one 

department to another.

Waiting
An activity in which materials or work 
in process use time and resources by 

waiting for the next process.

Inspecting
An activity in which time and 

resources are spent ensuring that the 
product meets specifications.

Scheduling
An activity that uses time and 
resources to determine when 

different products have access to 
processes (or when and how many 

setups must be done) and how much 
will be produced.
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An overview of Customer Response Time and Manufacturing Cycle Time 

(Source: Cost Accounting 13E By Charles T. Horngren) 

Receipt Time is how long it takes the marketing department to specify to the manufacturing 

department the exact requirement in the customer’s order.  

Manufacturing/ Process Time – The time during which a raw material/ WIP is undergoing 

conversion activity or the amount of time work is actually done on product.  

Manufacturing Cycle Time (MCT) – How long it takes to manufacture the finished goods from the 

time an order is received by manufacturing department (also called manufacturing lead time)? 

Manufacturing cycle time includes all form of time a product spends (in manufacturing department) 

including due to standing in queue or during the time they were moved between operations; waiti ng 

for parts or due to machine set up. However, it does not include the waiting time (i.e. receipt time) 

before the order is received by manufacturing department. Similarly, MCT does not include delivery 

time as it is related to the period after manufactur ing of product has been completed.  

 

Concept Insight 

Value added manufacturing activities are tasks that, if eliminated, would reduce the actual or 
perceived value or utility the customer receives from using the product, such as time actually 
spent on the product. The rest of the MCT represents non-value-adding activities that, if 
eliminated, would not reduce the actual or perceived value or utility customers obtained from 
using the product. Examples of non-value-added cycle time include the time the product spends 
waiting for parts or for the next stage in production process, being inspected or repaired, and 
being moved. By identifying and minimizing the sources of non-value-added cycle time, 
companies can increase customer responsiveness while reducing costs5.   

Cycle Time – The length of time from ordering to selling an item in a retail environment is called 

cycle time. NVA activities in retail include shipping time from supplier, delays in receiving 

department in order to count the merchandise, and any storage time between receipt and sale. In 

a service company, cycle time refers to the time between service order and service completion. All 

time spent on activities that do not enhance service performance, such as delays in starting work 

on service orders, is considered NVA6.  
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Concept Insight 

Companies that can eliminate waiting time for a service will find it easier to attract customers. The 
time taken to process mortgage and loan applications by financial institutions can involve a 
considerable amount of non-value-added waiting time. Thus, reducing the time to process the 
applications enhances customer satisfaction and creates the potential for increasing sales 
revenues8. 

Delivery Time is how long it takes to deliver a completed order to a customer5.  

Customer Response Time is how long it takes from the time a customer places an order for a 

product or service to the time product or service is delivered to the customer 5.  

 

Concept Insight 

Application of MCE in reducing Non- Value- Added Activities 

To reduce or eliminate non value-added activities, inspection time can be reduced by developing 
the concept of total quality control (TQC) and zero-defect manufacturing. Moving time can be 
reduced by developing the concept of cellular manufacturing. Waiting time and storage time can 
be reduced by developing the concept of JIT inventory systems (Mulyadi 2003). 

Just-in-time methods eliminate a significant amount of idle time (especially storage) and increase 
MCE. JIT also has a positive impact on engineering, purchasing, receiving, warehousing, 
accounting, human resource, and marketing6.  

Manufacturing Cycle Efficiency (MCE) = The term “Efficiency” can be interpreted to mean 
“manufacturing related Value Addition”. So, MCE is the ratio of value addition time to total time 
taken to manufacture a product.  

Therefore, MCE= Processing Time/ Manufacturing Cycle Time 

Perfect MCE would yield a ratio equal to 1 i.e. all processing time would be value added. While 
such a result is not likely to occur, managers should always strive to raise the ratio in that 
direction. Any non-value-added time results in an MCE of less than 1.  

An MCE of 0.5, for example, would mean that half of the total production time consists of 
inspection, moving, and similar non-value-added activities. In many manufacturing companies, the 
MCE < 0.1 which means that 90% of the time a unit is in process is spent on activities that do not 
add value to the product. MCE helps companies to reduce non-value-added activities and thus get 
products into hands of customers more quickly and at a lower cost 7.  

Example5 

Consider a 50-minute doctor’s office visit. Suppose a patient spends 10 of those minutes on 
administrative tasks such as filling out forms, 25 minutes waiting in the reception area and 
examination room, and 15 minutes with a nurse or doctor. The service cycle effic iency for this visit 
equals 15/50, or 0.30. In other words, only 30% of the 50 minutes added value to the 
patient/customer. Minimizing their non-value-added service times has allowed doctors to treat 
more patients in less time.  
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Illustration 4 

Queenstown Furniture (QF) manufactures high-quality wooden doors within the forests of 

Queenstown since 1952. Management is having emphasize on creativity, engineering, innovation 

and experience to provide customers with the door they desire, whether it is  a standard design or a 

one-of-a-kind custom door. The following information pertains to operations during April:  

Processing time  9.0 hrs.* Waiting time  6.0 hrs.* 

Inspection time  1.5 hr.* Move time  7.5 hrs.* 

Units per batch 60 units  

(*) average time per batch 

Required 

COMPUTE the following operational measures: 

(i) Average non-value-added time per batch 

(ii) Average value added time per batch 

(iii) Manufacturing cycle efficiency 

(iv) Manufacturing cycle time 

Solution 

(i) Average Non Value Added Time per batch  = Inspection Time + Waiting Time + Move Time 

   = 1.5 hr. + 6.0 hrs. + 7.5 hrs. = 15 hrs. 

(ii)  Average Value Added Time per batch = Processing Time = 9 hrs. 

(iii)  Manufacturing Cycle Efficiency =  

     
Processing Time

Processing Time + Inspection Time + Waiting Time + Move Time
 

      =   
9.0 hrs.

9.0 hrs.+ 1.5 hr.+ 6.0 hrs.+ 7.5 hrs.
= 37.5% 

(iv)  Manufacturing Cycle Time  = 
Total Production Time

Units per Batch
  

      = 
24 hrs.

60 units
 = 0.40 hrs. per unit 

Source/ References: 3. Managerial Accounting 7E By Hilton, Cost Management Systems, p.222; 4. Cost Management Accounting and 

Control 6E  By Hansen, Mowen & Guan (2009); Activity Based Management; p.433; 5. Cost Accounting 13E By Charles T. Horngren, 

Customer Response Time, p. 806; 6. Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting 1E (Canadian) By Mowen, George Gekas, Hansen, Heitger, 

Activity Based Costing and Management, p. 310; 7. Managerial Accounting 14E By Garrison, Noreen, Brewer, Performance Measurement 

in Decentralised Organisation, p.483; 8. Management and Cost Accounting 10E By Drury, The Balanced Scorecard, p.569.  
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Business Applications of ABM 

The goal of the ABCM is to make customer needs to be satisfied while making fewer demands for 
resources. Current research suggests that customers have perceived needs in four areas, all of 
which must be satisfied simultaneously.  

The customers require- lower costs, higher quality, faster response time & greater innovation. 

To satisfy these needs ABM currently being used for a variety of business applications. Such as:  

 

Cost Reduction 

ABM helps the organisation to identify costs against activities and to find opportunities to 

streamline or reduce the costs or eliminate the entire activity, especially if there is no value added. 

It is particularly useful in identifying and quantifying process waste and providing vehicle for 

continuous process improvement through continuous cost reduction. 

Activity Based Budgeting (ABB) 

ABB analyse the resource input or cost for each activity. It provides a framework for estimating the 

amount of resources required in accordance with the budgeted level of activity. Actual results can 

be compared with budgeted results to highlight both in financial and non-financial terms those 

activities with major discrepancies from budget for potential reduction in supply of resources. It is a 

planning and control system which seeks to support the objectives of continuous improvement. It 

means planning and controlling the expected activities of the organization to derive a cost -effective 

budget that meet forecast workload and agreed strategic goals. The three key elements of activity 

based budgeting are as follows: 

- Type of work to be done 

- Quantity of work to be done 

-  Cost of work to be done 

Business Applications 
of ABM

Cost Reduction

Activity Based Budgeting

Business Process Re-engineering

Benchmarking

Performance Measurement
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Business Process Re-engineering 

Business Process Re-engineering involves examining business processes and making substantial 

changes to how organisation currently operates. ABM is a powerful tool for measuring business 

performance, determining the cost of business output, and is used as a means of identifying 

opportunities to improve process efficiency and effectiveness. A business process consists of 

linked set of activities.  

For example, purchasing of materials might be considered as business process consist of activities 

such as receiving a purchase request, identifying supplies, preparing purchase orders, mailing 

purchase orders, and performing follow up. One way the process might be reengineered by 

sending the production schedule direct to the suppliers and to enter into a contractual agreement 

to deliver materials according to the production schedule. The end result might be permanent 

reduction or elimination of some activities like raising a requisition every time if there is a need for 

materials, identifying potential suppliers each time, waiting for their bid which may result in a delay 

of the production process and thereby hamper the organisation ’s goals. 

Benchmarking 

Benchmarking is a process of comparing of ABC derived activity costs of one segment of company 

with those of other segments. It requires uniformity in the definition of activities a nd measurement 

of their costs.  

Performance Measurement 

Many organisations are now focusing on activity performance as a means of facing competitors 

and managing costs by monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of activities. Activity 

performance measures consist of measures relating to costs, time, quality, and innovation. For 

instance, in the current era of globalisation, the overall goal for any company is to produce a 

quality product at a competitive price. But the quality is not something which one can apply 

somewhere in the production process or assume will happen automatically. Product quality starts 

with the correct design. The next stages are high quality raw material inputs, quality processing 

and work, and proper handling and packaging etc. The various performance measures of quality 

are: 

Area  Measures 

Quality of Purchased Component Zero Defects 

Quality of Output % Yield 

Customer Awareness Orders; Number of Complaints 

For a long time, ABM was observed as relevant to manufacturing. Experience has demonstrated 
that activities are universal to all organisations, including service and non-profit organisations. To 
varying degrees, every organisation has processes and activities in place to convert capital, 
materials and purchased services to products/ services required by its customers and users. 
Regardless of industry, activities represent the fundamental of what the organisation does to 
create value for its customers and shareholders9. 
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Implementing ABM10 

 

9&10 References: Technical Briefing Activity-based Management – An Overview, Developing and Promoting Strategy CIMA, April 2001 

Benefits of Activity Based Cost Management 

▪ Provision of excellent basis and focus for cost reduction. 

▪ Provides operational management with a clear view of HOW to implement an Activity Based 

Budget? 

▪ Provision of clear understanding of the underlying causes of business processing costs.  

(process improvement) 

▪ Provision of excellent basis for effectiveness of management decision making. 

▪ Identification of key process waste elements, permit management prioritisation and leverage 

of key resources. (key resource management)  

Difference between ABC and ABM 

The ABC refers to the technique for determining the cost of activities and the output which those 

activities produce. It is the logical distribution of overhead i.e. overhead should be distributed 

based on the consumption of resources by goods and services. The aim of ABC is to generate 

improved cost data for use in managing a company’s activities. 

The ABM is a much broader concept. It refers to the management philosophy that focuses on the 

planning, execution, and measurement of activities as the key to competitive advantage. 

 

Decide what are the 
organisation's most 

important issues and what 
types of information would 

be required to address 
those issues. 

Top Management support 
is cited to identify critical 

information needs. 

Incorporate ABC methods 
into organization’s financial 

reporting process. 

If integrating ABC into the 
main cost reporting system 

is not feasible, consider 
developing a separate ABC 

system.

The existing information 
system should easily 

support input 
requirements. 

Implementation team 
should be represented by 

the people who will be 
actual users of the ABM 

information. 

Implement ABM at a high 
level in order to get 

concepts across. 
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 ACTIVITY BASED BUDGETING (ABB)11 

Activity Based Budgeting is a process of planning and controlling the expected activities for the 

organisation to derive a cost-effective budget that meets forecast workload and agreed strategic 

goals. An activity based budget is a quantitative expression of the expected activities of the firm, 

reflecting management’s forecast of workload and financial and non-financial requirements to 

meet agreed strategic goals and planned changes to improve performance.  

Thus, the key elements of ABB are: 

▪ Type of work/activity to be performed; 

▪ Quantity of work/activity to be performed; and 

▪ Cost of work/activity to be performed. 

ABB focuses on the activity/ business processes. Resources required are determined on the 

expected activities and workload. The objective is to bring in efficiency into the system. So, in the 

process of budget preparation, many key questions need to be addressed and properly answered.  

ABB is a technique for enhancing the accuracy of financial forecasts and increasing management 

understanding. When automated, ABB can rapidly and accurately produce financial plans and 

models based on varying levels of volume assumptions. Also, ABB eliminates much of the 

needless rework created by traditional budgeting techniques.  

 

Source: Robert S. Kaplan and Robin Cooper, Cost and Effect (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1998), p.303 

ABB analyzes the products or services to be produced, what activities are required to produce 

those products or services, and finally what resources need to be budgeted to perform those 

activities. Simply said, ABB is the reversing of the ABC process to produce financial plans and 

budgets. 

Traditional, functional- based budgeting is concerned with budgeting the costs of resources 

associated with organizational units, such as departments and plants. Firms that have 

implemented an activity-based costing system may also wish to install an activity-based budgeting 

system.  
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A budgetary system at the activity level can be a useful approach to support continuous 

improvement and process management. Furthermore, because activities are what consume 

resources and, thus, are the causes of costs, activity-based budgeting may prove to be a much 

more powerful planning and control tool than the traditional, functional-based budgeting approach.  

An activity-based budgetary approach can be used to emphasize cost reduction through the 

elimination of wasteful activities and improving the efficiency of necessary activities.  

As with traditional, functional-based budgeting, ABB begins with sales and production budgets. 

Direct materials and direct labor budgets also are compatible with an ABC framework because 

these production inputs are directly traceable to the individual products. The major differences 

between functional and activity-based budgeting are found within the overhead and selling and 

administration categories. In a functional- based approach, budgets within these categories 

typically are detailed by cost elements. These cost elements are classified as variable or fixed, 

using production or sales output measures as the basis for determining cost behavior. ABB, on the 

other hand, identifies the overhead, selling, and administrative activities and then builds a budget 

for each activity, based on the resources needed to provide the required act ivity output levels. 

Costs are classified as variable or fixed with respect to the activity output measure.  

Activity Flexible Budgeting 

The ability to identify changes in activity costs as activity output changes allows managers to more 

carefully plan and monitor activity improvements. Activity flexible budgeting is the prediction of 

what activity costs will be as activity output changes. Variance analysis within an activity 

framework makes it possible to improve traditional budgetary performance reporting. It also 

enhances the ability to manage activities. Activity flexible budgets differ from traditional flexible 

budgets because the cost formulas are based on the activity drivers for the respective activities 

rather than being based only on a single unit-based driver, such as direct labor hours.  

Illustration 5 

6-Twelve is an Indian – Japanese international chain of convenience stores for food, snacks, hot 

and cold beverages is formulating its activity-based budget for January 2021. 6-Twelve has only 

three product types: Soft Drinks, Fresh Drinks, and Ready to Eat Food. The budgeted data relating 

to three products are as under: 

Activity and Driver Cost Driver Rates Jan 2021 Budgeted 

2020 Jan 2021 Amount of Driver Used 

Actual  

Rate (`) 

Budgeted 
Rate (`) 

Soft 
Drinks 

Fresh 
Drinks 

Ready to 
Eat Food 

Ordering (per purchase order)  5,000 4,500 16 20 16 

Delivery (per delivery) 4,000 4,100 13 60 20 

Shelf-Stocking (per hour) 1,000 1,050 15 170 93 

Customer Support (per item sold) 10 9 4,500 34,600 10,500 

6-Twelve has a continuous improvement system to budgeting monthly activity costs for each 

month of 2021. February's budgeted cost-driver rate is 0.996 times the budgeted January 2021 

rate. March's budgeted cost-driver rate is 0.996 times the budgeted February 2021 rate and so on.  
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Required 

(i)  COMPUTE total budgeted cost for each activity in January 2021. 

(ii)  DISCUSS advantages might 6-Twelve gain by using an activity-based budgeting approach 

over, say, an approach that allocates the cost of these activities to products as a percentage 

of the cost of goods sold. 

(iii)  COMPUTE total budgeted cost for each activity in March 2021 if March 2021 has the same 

budgeted amount of cost-driver usage as January 2021. 

(iv)  STATE benefits of 6-Tweleve adopting a kaizen budgeting approach. IDENTIFY limitations? 

Solution 

(i)  Calculation of Total Budgeted Cost for Each Activity 

Activity Cost 
Hierarchy 

Soft  

Drinks  

Fresh  

Drinks 

Ready to 
Eat Food  

Total 
(`) 

Ordering  
(`4,500 × 16; 20; 16) 

Batch-Level  72,000 

 

90,000  72,000  2,34,000 

Delivery  
(`4,100 × 13; 60; 20) 

Batch-Level  53,300  2,46,000  82,000  3,81,300 

 

Shelf stocking  
(`1,050 × 15; 170; 93) 

Output Unit 
Level  

15,750  1,78,500  97,650  2,91,900 

 

Customer support  
(`9 × 4,500; 34,600; 10,500) 

Output Unit 
Level  

40,500  3,11,400  94,500  4,46,400 

 

Total Budgeted Costs 1,81,550 8,25,900 3,46,150 13,53,600 

(ii)  An Activity Based Budgeting approach identifies how different products require different 

mixes of support activities. The relative percentage of how each product area uses the cost 

driver at each activity area is: 

Activity Cost 
Hierarchy 

Soft Drinks 

 (%) 

Fresh Drinks  

(%) 

Ready to Eat 
Food (%) 

Total 

(%) 

Ordering Batch-Level 30.77 38.46 30.77 100.0 

Delivery Batch-Level 13.98 64.52 21.50 100.0 

Shelf 
Stocking 

Output Unit Level 5.40 61.15 33.45 100.0 

Customer 
Support 

Output Unit Level 9.07 69.76 21.17 100.0 

By identifying these differences, 6-Tweleve managers are better able to budget for different 

unit sales levels and different mixes of individual product-line items sold. Using a single cost 

driver such as ‘Cost of Goods Sold’ considers similarity in the use of indirect costs (support 

activities) across product lines which does not occur at 6-Twelve.   
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Other benefits cited by managers include:  

(1)  Better identification of resource needs.  

(2)  Clearer linking of costs with staff responsibilities, and  

(3)  Identification of budgetary slack. 

(iii) March 2021 Rates (`) 

Activity Cost Hierarchy January February March 

Ordering Batch-Level 4,500.00 4,482 4,464.07 

Delivery Batch-Level 4,100.00 4,083.60 4,067.27 

Shelf-stocking Output Unit Level 1,050.00 1,045.80 1,041.61 

Customer support Output Unit Level 9.00 8.96 8.93 

These March 2021 rates can be used to compute the total budgeted cost for each activity 

area: 

Activity Cost Hierarchy Soft  

Drinks  

Fresh  

Drinks 

Ready to 

Eat Food  

Total 

(`) 

Ordering  

(`4,464.07 × 16; 20; 16) 
Batch-Level  71,425  89,281  71,425 2,32,131 

Delivery  

(`4,067.27 × 13; 60;20) 
Batch-Level  52,875  2,44,036  81,345  3,78,256 

Shelf-Stocking  

(`1,041.61 × 15; 170; 

93)  

Output Unit Level 

 
15,624  1,77,073  96,870  2,89,567 

Customer support 

(`8.93 × 4,500; 34,600; 

10,500) 

Output Unit Level 

  
40,185  3,08,978  93,765  4,42,928 

Total Budgeted Costs 1,80,109 8,19,368 3,43,405 13,42,882 

(iv)  A kaizen budgeting approach indicates management's commitment to organized cost 

reduction. Compare the budgeted costs from previous part. 

 Ordering 

 

Delivery Shelf-Stocking 

 

Customer Support 

 
Part (i)  2,34,000 3,81,300 

 

2,91,900 

 

4,46,400 

 Part (iii) 2,32,131 3,78,256 

 

2,89,567 

 

4,42,928 

 The kaizen budget number will show unfavorable variances for managers whose activities do 

not meet the required monthly cost reductions. This likely will put more pressure on 

managers to creatively seek out cost reductions by working ‘better' within 6-Twelve. 
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One limitation of kaizen budgeting, as illustrated, is that it considers minor incremental 

improvements each month. It is possible that some cost improvements arise from irregular 

fluctuations in operating processes, supplier networks, or customer interactions. Companies 

need to highlight the importance of seeking these improvements as well as the minor 

incremental improvements. 

Sources: 11. Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, 13/e By Charles T. Horngren; Cost Management: Accounting and Control By Don 

Hansen, Maryanne Mowen, Liming Guan; Cornerstones of Financial and Managerial Accounting By Jay Rich, Jeff Jones, Dan L. Heitger, 

Maryanne Mowen, Don Hansen 

 ABC: A DECISION - MAKING TOOL 

It is a useful tool for many of the management decisions facing companies today. It can bring a 

picture of the operation to light that may not be obvious through other analysis tools. Specifically, 

ABC is useful in analyzing specific segments of an organization. This might include a market line, 

a group of products (even a single product), a customer, or an employee. The ABC is implemented 

in following decisions: 

▪ ABC is a complement to total quality management (TQM). It provides quantitative data that 

can track the financial impact of improvements implemented as part of the TQM initiative. 

Some have even suggested that ABC is the most important concept introduced since TQM. 

Amoco Performance Products, Transparent Container Co. and Fellowes Manufacturing Co. 

are a few companies that have utilized the ABC/TQM modeling concept to improve 

performance and profitability. 

▪ Wholesale distributors can gain significant advantage in the decision-making process through 

implementation of ABC concepts. The expansion of line offerings has brought about difficult 

decisions for the distributor. Using traditional financial data, overhead burden is distributed 

equally across the product line. Introduction of new products or vendors might also introduce 

variance to the overhead. For instance, the need to support a special storage area for control 

or environmental reasons, or the need of new handling equipment will increase overall 

operational costs. These costs will be spread over the product line, reducing margin on 

existing products and reducing the cost impact of the new items.  

 ABC models the costs back to the activity. The burden created by the new product is 

correctly reflected. This allows the existing merits while leaving the new line to justify itself.  

▪ Other decisions that can be assisted by ABC include facility and resource expansion. Often 

the basis for relocation or opening of a new distribution center is based on cost associations. 

Reduction in freight or other logistics costs can offset the expense of the new facility, staff or 

equipment. When the numbers used are enterprise-based, the return might not develop as 

expected. The ABC model can identify the specific cost elements being targeted, providing a 

much clearer picture from which management can act.  
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▪ Decision support for human resources can be augmented by ABC. Where activity, and 

therefore cost, can be associated to an individual, new levels of financial performance can be 

determined. This might be appropriate in cases of branch management or sales. Adding or 

deleting resource slots can be determined based on costs of activities as well. The added 

data provided through ABC can present a number of options, including outsourcing, 

productivity improvements through automation, and a determination of employee/revenue 

ratios. 

▪ Companies who wish to determine price based on cost plus markup basis find ABC method 

of costing very relevant and are able to determine competitive prices for their products. 

▪ Using Traditional absorption costing, overheads may get distributed equally across all 

product lines. ABC traces costs back to the activity and the consumption of resources by 

each product. Thus, product line profitabil ity can be determined in more realistic terms. 

In summary, activity-based costing is a management decision-making tool. It provides financial 

support data structured in a fashion fundamentally different from accounting data provided in the 

general ledger. By associating cost to the activity, a clear relationship can be established between 

sources of activity demand and the related costs. This association can benefit the distributor in 

determining where costs are being incurred, what is initiating the costs and where to apply efforts 

to curb inflationary costs. This can be of particular value in tracking new products or customers. It 

can also provide tracking of logistics costs, one of the fastest growing areas of expense to the 

distribution operation. 

 

Practical Insight 

ABC Practices  

Coca Cola Enterprises Belgium (CCEB) produces, distributes and sells the different brands of 

‘The Coca-Cola Company’. In the field of distribution, it is also CCEB who services the entire 

Belgian and Luxembourg market. CCEB is present in more than 85,000 points of sale 

(supermarkets, grocery stores, companies, hospitals, cinemas, amusement parks, sport center). 

By the end of 2009, CCEB employed more than 2,500 employees in Belgium and Luxembourg 

with revenue of €1.1 billion. 

Like many other companies, Coca-Cola Enterprises Belgium was confronted with an increasing 

Cost to Serve (CTS) due to a changing customer landscape. This created a challenge to which 

CCEB needed to formulate decisive answers to stay on track towards achieving their growth 

path and their company objectives. 

When companies are confronted with increasing CTS, it is essential to analyse the organisation, 

its revenues & costs and its processes down to the most detailed level of information. It is this 

data that give the true reasons behind certain evolutions so that management can take fact -

based decisions. When having such a challenge at hand, Activity Based Costing is the most 

advanced and complete method to gain this information. Thus, CCEB wanted to use the 

information from ABC analysis to formulate: 
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- Cost/ Profit Modeling 

- Performance Modeling and 

- Set-up an Internal Recharge Mechanism to Sales 

By implementing Activity-Based Costing, CCEB obtained the right information that enabled them 

to harmonize and streamline the processes of their different distribution centers.  

This made it possible for CCEB to calculate the costs in a fair and transparent way, so that the 

sales force is charged correctly according to the complexity that Supply Chain had to deal with. 

From the capacity insights that CCEB got from Activity-Based Costing, multiple initiatives were 

derived that ultimately led to the redesign of the regional distribution strategy, including:  

- Optimizing efficiency and capacity within the logistic department.  

- Designing the most efficient processes, based on the time equations from ABC Analysis.  

- Implementing "best practice" processes in the CCEB distribution centers  

These actions successfully reduce their Cost to Serve and still be in line with the new corporate 

strategy. 

 SUMMARY  

▪ Strategic Profitability Analysis – Operating Profit of a firm is affected by various components 

which are responsible for changes in the revenue and costs.  Majorly there are three 

components –  

 (i)  Growth Component measures the change in the quantity of output sold. The  growth  

 component of the change in the operating income measures the  increase/ decrease in 

 revenue and in costs due to selling more/ less quantity  units from the previous period. 

 (ii)  Price Recovery Component of change in operating income measures the changes  in the 

 revenue and costs solely due to changes in prices. 

 (iii)  Productivity Component measures the change in the operating income due to 

 changes in the product mix and/ or yield of inputs as compared with the last  year. This 

 component uses current year’s prices of input to measure the changes  in costs only. 

▪ Profitability Analysis Through Activity Based Costing – 

 (i)  Activity Based Costing (ABC) which has become an important aspect of  manufacturing 

 or service organizations can be defined as a methodology that means the cost and 

 performance of activities, resources, and cost objects. 

 (ii)  It acts as an aid to management evaluation and decision making. 

 (iii)  In service sector, direct costs are generally low and overheads tend not to be 

 volume related or capable of being easily attributed to product/ service/  customer being 

 supplied. ABC helps cost to identify more easily and managed more effectively. 
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 (iv)  The resource consumption by different products, customers, or segments of the 

 business is more accurately measured, activity-based profitability analysis is  likely to  

 provide more useful information to management. 

▪ Direct Product Profitability (DPP) – DPP “used primarily within the retail sector, DPP involves 

the attribution of both the purchase price and other indirect costs (for example distribution, 

warehousing, and retailing) to each product line. Thus, a net profit, as opposed to a gross 

profit, can be identified for each product. The cost attribution process utilizes a variety of 

measures (for example warehousing space and transport time) to reflect the resource 

consumption of individual products.” 

▪ Benefits of DPP – Cost analysis, pricing decisions, management of stores and warehouse 

space, rationalization of product ranges. 

▪ Direct Product Profitability Statement – Indirect costs, for DPP may be analysed into basic 

cost categories as follows: 

 (i)  Overhead Cost: This is incurred through an activity that is not directly linked to a  

  particular product. 

 (ii)  Volume Related Cost: The cost is incurred in relation to the space occupied by 

 products. This includes storage and transport costs.  

 (iii)  Product Batch Cost: This cost is often a time-based cost. If product items (that is a  

 number of identical products which are handled together as a batch) are stocked on  

 shelves a labour time cost is incurred. 

 (iv)  Inventory Financing Costs: This is the cost of tying up money in stock and is the  cost  

 of the product multiplied by interest rate per day or per week.   

 Direct Product Profit can be derived as shown below: 

 Sales    xx 

 Less: Cost of Goods Sold      xx 

 Gross Margin  xx 

 Less: Direct Product Costs 

           (Warehouse, Transportation, Store etc.)  xx 

 Direct Product Profit        xx 

▪ Customer Profitability Analysis – In many organizations, it is just as important to cost 

customers as it is to cost products. Different customers or groups of customers differ in their 

profitability. Not all customers cost the same to serve even if they require the same products. 

Some customers may be located a long way from the factory and transport may cost more.  

▪ Benefits of Customer Profitability Analysis – Identification of profitable customers/ non-

profitable customers, provides a basis for constructive dialogue between buyer and seller to 

improve margins. 
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▪ Activity Based Costing in Advanced Manufacturing Environment – In advanced manufacturing 

environment, where support function overheads constitute a large share of total costs, ABC 

provides more realistic and accurate product costing.  

▪ Activity Based Cost Management (ABM) – A discipline that focuses on the management of 

activities as the route to improving the value received by the customer and the profit achieved 

by providing this value. This discipline includes cost driver analysis, activity analysis, and 

performance measurement.  

▪ Value-Added Activities (VA) – The VA activities are those activities which are indispensable in 

order to complete the process. The customers are usually willing to pay (in some way) for 

these services. Eg. polishing furniture by a manufacturer dealing in furniture is a value- added 

activity. 

▪ Non-Value-Added Activities (NVA) – The NVA activity represents work that is not valued by 

the external or internal customer. NVA activities do not improve the quality or function of a 

product or service, but they can adversely affect costs and prices. Non-Value Added activities 

create waste, result in delay of some sort, add costs to the products or services and for which 

the customer is not willing to pay. Moving materials and machine set up fo r a production run 

are examples of NVA activities. 

▪ Difference between ABC and ABM – The ABC refers to the technique for determining the cost 

of activities and the output that those activities produce. ABM refers to the management 

philosophy that focuses on the planning, execution and measurement of activities as the key 

to competitive advantage 

▪ Activity Based Budgeting (ABB) – Activity Based Budgeting is a process of planning and 

controlling the expected activities for the organisation to derive a cost -effective budget that 

meets forecast workload and agreed strategic goals.  

 TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Manufacturing Cycle Efficiency 

1.  “W” specialises in engineering design and manufacture in the automotive and motorsport 

industry. “W”’s design team has many years’ experience in the design and development of 

engine components for the market and high performance engines.  Though “W” is performing 

well, but many a times, the customers complained that they had to wait for long after placing 

the orders. “W” is interested in cutting the amount of time between when a customer places 

an order and when the order is completed. For the last year, the following data  were reported 

in respect of Division “D”: 

 Inspection time = 0.5 days per batch 

 Process time =  2.8 days per batch 
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 Wait time =  16.0 days per batch 

 Queue time =  4.0 days per batch 

 Move time =  0.7 days per batch 

 Required 

(i) CALCULATE Manufacturing Cycle Efficiency (MCE) and INTERPRET the result.     

(ii) STATE what percentage of the production time is spent in non-value added activities. 

(iii) CALCULATE the delivery cycle time.  

(iv) CALCULATE the new MCE if by using Lean Production al l queue time can be 

eliminated.                                                                                                    

Profitability Analysis  

2. ABC Airlines has two divisions organised as profit centres, the Passenger Division and the 

Cargo Division. The following divisional informations were given for the year ended 31 st 

March 2021:  

Particulars Cargo 

Division 

Passenger 

Division 

Total 

Number of personnel trained 200 800 1,000 

Number of flights 350 250 600 

Number of reservations requested Nil 7,000 7,000 

Revenue `42,00,000 `42,00,000 `84,00,000 

Operating Expenses (excluding service 

department charges) 

`36,00,000 `28,50,000 `64,50,000 

Service Department Charges    

 Training  `3,20,000 `3,20,000 `6,40,000 

 Flight Scheduling `1,50,000 `1,50,000 `3,00,000 

Reservations `1,05,000 `1,05,000 `2,10,000 

 The service department charge rate for the service department costs was based on revenue. 

Since the revenue of both the divisions were the same, the service department charges to 

each division were also the same.  

 Required  

(i) COMMENT on whether the income from operations for the two divisions accurately 

measures performance. 

(ii) PREPARE the divisional income statement using the activity bases provided above in 

revising the service department charges.  
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Direct Product Profitability (DPP) 

3.  XYZ Ornamental Company has been a name to count on for quality and service. It has been 
designing wide range of ornamental products for more than two decades using the highest -
quality standard. Such quality is achieved through years of experience and the integrity that 
is maintained by its employees. They are known for their perfection. VGG approached XYZ to 
make inquiry of two products. The two products are indoor fountain known as ‘The Star’ and 
a large gnome known as ‘Dwarfs’ for garden. Mr.  Bob, the management accountant of XYZ, 
has estimated the variable costs per unit of ‘The Star’ and ‘Dwarfs’ as being `622.50 and 
`103.75 respectively. He estimated his calculations based on the following information:   

(1)   Products Data 

 
The Star Dwarfs 

Other 
Products 

Production/ Sales (units) 10,000 20,000 80,000 

Total Direct Material Costs `22,50,000 `7,50,000 `60,00,000 

Total Direct Labour Cost `15,00,000 `5,00,000 `60,00,000 

(2)  Total variable overheads for XYZ are `1,20,00,000 out of which 30% belong to the 
procurement, warehousing and use of direct materials. While all other variable 
overheads are related to direct labour  

(3)  XYZ presently allocate variable overheads into products units using percentage of total 
direct material cost and total direct labour cost.  

(4)  VGG is willing to purchase ‘The Star’ at `740 per unit and ‘Dwarfs’ at `151 per unit. 

(5)  XYZ will not accept any work yielding an estimated contribution to sales ratio less than 
28%. 

The directors of XYZ are considering switching to an activity-based costing system and 
recently appointed a management consultants firm to undertake an in-depth review of 
existing operations. As result of that review, the consultants concluded that estimated 
relevant cost drivers for material and labour related overhead costs attributable to ‘The Star’ 
and ‘Dwarfs’ are as follows:  

 
The Star Dwarfs 

Other 
Products 

Direct Material Related Overheads: 

(The volume of raw materials held to facilitate production of each 

product is the cost driver.)    

Material Ratio per product unit 5 8 5 

Direct Labour related overheads: 

(The number of labour operations performed is the cost driver.)     

Labour Operations per product unit 7 6 5 
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Required 

(i) Give a financial ANALYSIS of the decision strategy which XYZ may implement about 
the manufacture of each product using the unit cost information available.  

(ii) DISCUSS whether activity-based management should be adopted in companies like 
XYZ.  

Customer Profitability Analysis (CPA) 

4.  Jawahar Stationary Mart (JSM) is located in centre of city “X” and popular for wide range of 

stationary products at competitive rate. Box files and cobra files are among the major product 

of JSM. JSM clients majorly, include medium and large corporate offices apart from 

reasonable base of retail clients. Mr. Ronit who done his masters in operations and 

marketing, recently join the family business (JSM). Mr. Ronit during first week itself, identify 

there are regular complaints from corporate clients regarding ‘delivery of items, which are 

different from what is ordered’ and ‘for not meeting the requirements’. Mr. Ronit understands 

consumer behavior is very critical in nature, if understood well and used through-out the 

business operation; then can be key success factors. Hence with intent to establishing the 

integrated relations with customers at JSM, Mr. Ronit advise marketing team to start 

recording the date regarding customer in systemic manner and reporting of same.  

 Following is information regarding five major customers, who are regularly orders printed 

cobra files (Product code – J-Cobra 10) from JSM. 

Particulars A B C D E 

No. of units sold  6,000 8,000 10,000 7,000 8,000 

Margin per unit (`) 6 7.5 7 8 10 

No. of purchase order 10 30 25 20 10 

No. of deliveries (normal) 3 4 6 4 5 

Kilometers per delivery 100 185 50 250 50 

Cost of processing the order is `2,000 per order and cost of handling material is `0.15 per 

item, whereas transport cost is `3 per kilometer for delivery of goods. 3 rushed deliveries 

made to ‘B’, cost for rush delivery is `800 per delivery. 

Required 

(i) ANALYZE customer profitability for JSM.  

(ii) EXPLAIN three fundamental aspects of CRM to facilitate building relationship with 

profitable customer/(s). 

5.  ANCA Limited has decided to analyse the profitability of its four retail customers. It buys 

product 'Bio-aqua' at `218 per case and sells to them at list price less discount. The data 

pertaining to four customers are: 
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Particulars Customer 

A B C D 

No. of cases sold  7,580 38,350 78,520 15,560 

List selling price  `250 `250 `250 `250 

Actual selling price  `245 `236 `228 `232 

No. of sale visits  6 12 16 10 

No. of purchase orders  12 18 35 24 

No. of delivery kilometres  280 350 450 400 

 It's four activities and cost drivers are: 

Activity Cost Driver Rate 

Sale visits `750 per sale visit 

Order taking `800 per purchase order 

Deliveries `10.50 per delivery km travelled 

Product handling cost `2.50 per case sold 

Required  

(i)  COMPUTE the customer level operating income.  

(ii) ANALYZE the profitability for each customer. 

6.  Bookmark LLP is a publishing firm that started operations very recently. The firm has 
published “Advanced Learner’s Dictionary” this first year, that have been sold to 3 distributors 
PER, MGH and WLY. The firm’s financials reflect profits in its first year  of operations. The 
management is pleased with the results. However, they are interested in finding out how 
profitable each customer is. This would help them formulate their sales strategy.  

Particulars  PER MGH WLY 

Sales units p.a. 1,000 950 1,250 

Sale price (gross)  250 250 250 

Payment terms  3/10 net 30 net 30 3/10 net 30 

Sales returns  0.5% 0% 10% 

Delivery terms  FOB destination FOB destination FOB shipping point 

In order to get market share, PER and WLY have been extended credit terms to avail 

discount if payment is made within 10 days. Customer MGH does not have much bargaining 

power and hence has been allowed only 30 days’ credit period without any benefit of availing 
discount for early payment. Both PER and WLY have made payments within 10 days to avail 

of the discount extended.  
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On the cost front, variable cost of goods sold attributable to the net sales to customers P ER, 
MGH and WLY are `1,50,000, `1,42,500, and `1,87,500 respectively. Key metrics of 
customer assignable marketing, administrative and distribution costs are as below:  

Activity  Activity Driver No. of Units of Activity 
Driver 

Cost 
Driver 

Rate (`) PER MGH WLY 

Order taking and 
processing  

# of orders  4 2 15 300 

Expedited / rush orders  # of orders  1 - 5 250 

Delivery costs # distance in km.  100 50 - 80 

Sale return processing  # of returns  1 - 8 150 

Billing cost  # of invoices  4 2 15 50 

Customer visit  # of visits  1 - 5 800 

Inventory carrying cost *  # 1 per unit  1,000 950 1,250 10 

 * Assume no opening and closing stock 

Fixed cost that are not assignable to any customer is `1,00,000 p.a. 

Required  

(i)  PREPARE the customer wise profitability statement as also the overall profitability 

statement of Bookmark LLP.  

(ii)  RECOMMEND a strategy for Bookmark LLP regarding its customers.  

7.  Golden East Ltd., is a hob manufacturing company doing business through wholesalers and 

retailers. The company is following Activity Based Costing system. Average cost per hob is 

`600 and the listed price is `1,000. But hobs are sold at a discount of 25% on listed price on 

orders for above 200 units and at a discount of 20% on orders for 200 units or less. The 

company wants to analyze the profitability of two of its wholesale customers A and B and two 

of its retail customers X and Y on the basis of the business with them during last year. This is 

to explore the opportunities to increase the profitability from the customers. The relevant data 

pertaining to the last year are given below:  

Customer  A B X Y 

No. of purchase orders  50 65 230 270 

No. of hobs purchased per order  500 300 40 30 

No. of visits to customer’s place  10 15 25 22 

No. of ordinary deliveries  45 50 175 200 

No. of speed deliveries  5 15 50 65 

The activity, cost driver and the rate are as follows:  
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Activity Cost Driver Cost per unit of Driver (`) 

Order processing  No. of purchase orders  1,300 

Visiting customers  No. of customers visited  7,400 

Ordinary delivery  No. of ordinary deliveries  2,000 

Speed delivery  No. of speed deliveries  6,000 

 Required  

(i)  EVALUATE the customer profitability by calculating the profit per hob from each 

customer.  

(ii)  RECOMMEND steps to be taken to improve profitability from less profitable customers.  

(iii)  LIST down the service organizations for which customer profitability analysis is useful.  

(iv)  EXPLAIN the specific benefits of customer profitability analysis.  

Activity Based Cost Management 

8. Melody is a manufacturer of musical instruments. The company 

specializes in manufacture of Piano and Electronic Keyboard instruments. 

They are both labour-intensive products. Therefore, Melody follows 

absorbed its production overheads based on direct labour hours.  

 Piano– Melody’s Pianos are of very high quality. Client patronage include professional Piano 
musicians. Some of these instruments are sold in its standard form. However, musicians 
particularly the concert players require their pianos to be customized to certain specifications. 
Customization primarily relates to the acoustic quality of the piano sound. Quality of sound is 
of paramount importance to musicians as it determines the power and warmth of tone. Each 
musician has a preference to achieve a special quality of sound. Therefore, no two 
customized Pianos can be the same. Due to its reputation, Melody receives numerous 
requests for customization from its customers. Ability to provide customization service sets 
Melody apart from its competitors. 

 Customization requires the services of professional craftsmen. They are hired as 
subcontractors for such work based on the need. These craftsmen perform their services 
within the factory premises. For this a special work, space is maintained by Melody. Melody 
charges its customers extra for sub-contracting cost plus 10%. This would cover the actual 
cost of subcontracting and any incidental overheads incurred. The Board of Melody accepts 
that this method of billing is very simplistic. It is unsure if the company is recovering the 
entire cost of providing this customization service.  

 Electronic Keyboard Instruments– These are instruments manufactured by Melody are 
home Keyboards that are targeted at young music enthusiasts who are beginning to learn 
music. They come in standard sizes, comprised of standard components. No customizations 
are done to Keyboards. 

 As a performance management expert, the Board wants your advice. The extract below 
provides the most recent management accounts for the Piano and Keyboard Division.  
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                                                                                                                                    Figures in ₹ 

 Sr. No.   Particulars  Piano Keyboard Total 

1. Number of items manufactured                 1,000              10,000    

2. Sale Price per unit   2,50,000              15,000    

3. Revenue  25,00,00,000  15,00,00,000  40,00,00,000  

4. Materials  7,50,00,000  3,75,00,000  11,25,00,000  

5. Direct Labour  8,00,00,000  6,75,00,000  14,75,00,000  

6. Subcontracting Cost 3,75,00,000  -    3,75,00,000  

7. Production Overheads        4,50,00,000  65,00,000  5,15,00,000  

8. Total Cost of Production (4+5+6+7)      23,75,00,000  11,15,00,000  34,90,00,000  

9. Gross Profit (3 - 8)  1,25,00,000  3,85,00,000  5,10,00,000  

Production Overheads 

                                                                    Figures in ₹ 

 Particulars  Amount  

Inspection and Testing  3,45,00,000  

Space Maintenance Cost for Subcontracting Work 

(rent, utilities, 2 support staff to maintain storage) 50,00,000  

Other Production Overheads 

(rest of the utilities, rent, salary of support staff at storage)   1,20,00,000  

Required 

(i) DISCUSS the difference in treatment of production overheads under absorption costing 

and activity based costing.  

(ii) LIST the steps to implement activity based costing within Melody. 

(iii) ASSESS whether activity based costing would be suitable for the Piano and Keyboard 

Divisions. 

(iv) ADVISE Melody about the activity based management and ways to improve business 

performance. 

 ANSWERS/ SOLUTIONS 

1. (i) Manufacturing Cycle Efficiency (MCE) 

  =  
Processing Time

Inspection Time + Process Time + Queue Time + Move Time + Wait Time
 

  =  
2.8 days

0.5 days + 2.8 days + 4.0 days + 0.7 days + 16.0 days
=  11.67%  
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Interpretation  

In AKG, the MCE is 11.67%, which means that 88.33% of the time a unit is in process is 

spent on the activities that do not add value to the product. Monitoring the MCE helps 

companies to reduce non -value added activities and thus get products into the hands 

of customers more quickly and at a lower cost.   

(ii) Percentage of Time Spent on Non- Value Added Activities  

= 100% -11.67%  

= 88.33% 

(iii) Delivery Cycle Time 

= 0.5 days + 2.8 days + 4.0 days + 0.7 days + 16 days  

= 24 days 

(iv) Revised MCE 

= 
2.8 days

0.5 days + 2.8 days + 0 days + 0.7 days + 16 days
 

= 14% 

Alternative  

 

(i) Manufacturing Cycle Efficiency (MCE) 

 = 
Value Added Time (ProcessingTime)

Throughput(ManufacturingCycle)Time
 

 = 
2.8 days

0.5 days + 2.8 days + 4.0 days + 0.7 days
 

 = 35%  

 Interpretation  

 In AKG, the MCE is 35%, which means that 65% of the time a unit is in process is spent on 

the activities that do not add value to the product. Monitoring the MCE helps companies to 

reduce non -value added activities and thus get products into the hands of customers more 

quickly and at a lower cost.   
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(ii) Percentage of Time Spent on Non- Value Added Activities  

 = 100% -35%  

 = 65% 

(iii) Delivery Cycle Time 

 = 0.5 days + 2.8 days + 4.0 days + 0.7 days + 16 days  

 = 24 days 

(iv) Revised MCE 

 = 
2.8 days

0.5 days + 2.8 days + 0 days + 0.7 days
 

 = 70% 

  

Note that MCT does not include the waiting time before the “order is received by 

manufacturing” (i.e. receipt time).  

Examples of non value added cycle time include the time the product spends waiting for 

parts or for next stage in the production process, being inspected or repaired or being 

moved.  

This question has been solved in two different ways  

Wait time: from start of production to completion 

In first way, “Waiting Time” has been considered as the time product spends waiting for parts 

etc. from the start of production to completion i.e. in the production process. In this case 

“Waiting Time” is a non- value- added activity and part of MCT and will reduce MCE.   

Wait time: from order being placed to start of production  

In second way, “Waiting Time” has been considered as the time between ‘customer places 

order’ and ‘order received by manufacturing department’, in other words it is the time product 

spends before the production process starts. MCT does not include the waiting time before 

the ‘order is received by manufacturing department’. Therefore, same has not been 

considered for the MCE calculations.  

2.  (i)  The reported income from operations does not accurately measure performance 

because the service department charges are based on revenue. Revenue is not 

associated with the profit centre manager’s use of the service department services. For 

example, the Reservations Department serves only the Passenger Division and number 

of reservation requested by Cargo Division is NIL. Thus, by charging this cost based on 

revenue, these costs are incorrectly charged to the Cargo Division. Further, the 

Passenger Division requires additional personnel. Since these personnel must be 

trained, the training costs assigned to the Passenger Division should be greater than 

the Cargo Division. 
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 (ii)                              ABC Airlines 

 Divisional Income Statement 

     For the Year Ended March 31, 2010 

Particulars Cargo  

Division 

(`) 

Passenger 

 Division 

(`) 

Total 

 

(`) 

Revenue 42,00,000 42,00,000 84,00,000 

Less:  Operating Expenses  

(excluding service department charges) 

36,00,000 28,50,000 64,50,000 

Gross Margin 6,00,000 13,50,000 19,50,000 

Less: Service Department Charges     

 Training  1,28,000 

200 
6,40,000

1,000

 
 

 
`  

5,12,000 

800 
6,40,000

1,000

 
 

 
`  

6,40,000 

 Flight Scheduling 1,75,000 

350
3,00,000

600

 
 

 
`  

1,25,000 

250
3,00,000

600

 
 

 
`  

3,00,000 

 Reservation  NIL  2,10,000 

7,000
2,10,000

7,000

 
 

 
`  

2,10,000 

Operating Income 2,97,000 5,03,000 8,00,000 

3. (i) Analysis 

 The product costs per unit along with the respective contribution per unit may be 
calculated either by employing an ABC approach or alternatively by using the existing 
basis for the allocation of variable overhead cost.  

 The current scenario of product costing suggests that ‘Dwarfs’ should be produced as 
per the request of VGG because the contribution to sales ratio is 31 .29%. However, the 
current scenario of product costing also suggests that XYZ should not undertake 
production of ‘The Star’ at a selling price of `740 per unit since the estimated 
contribution to sales ratio is 15.88% is lower than the desired contribution to sales ratio 
of 28%. 

 Activity based costing approach ensures greater accuracy by using multiple cost drivers 
and determines areas generating the greatest profit or loss. Table [(d)] shows how 
much the contribution to sales (%) for each product changes when the overhead 
allocation method changes to ABC. As shown in Table, contribution to sales ratio on 
‘The Star’ increased to 31.87% from 15.88% while contribution to sales ratio on ‘Dwarfs’ 
reduced from 31.87% to - 29.23%. 

 Thus, XYZ should opt to produce ‘The Star’ for VGG as contribution to sales ratio is 
31.87 which is higher than the desired one.  
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(ii) The term Activity based management (ABM) is used to describe the cost management 
application of ABC. The use of ABC as a costing tool to manage costs at activity level is 
known as Activity Based Cost Management (ABM). ABM is a discipline that focuses on 
the efficient and effective management of activities as the route to continuously 
improving the value received by customers and to improve strategic and operational 
decisions in an organisation. Kaplan and Cooper divide ABM into Operational and 
Strategic. 

 Operational ABM covers the actions that increase efficiency, lower cost (i.e. reduce the 
cost driver rate of activities) and lead to higher revenue through better resources 
utilisation- in short, the action required to do things right. In other words, it is all about 
‘doing things right’, using ABC information to improve efficiency. It also helps in 
identifying and improving value added activities and removing non-value added 
activities as to reduce cost without distorting product value.  

 Strategic ABM is about ‘doing the right things’. It uses ABC information to determine 
which products is to be manufactured and which activities is to be used. XYZ can also 
use this for customer profitability analysis, identifying that which customers are the most 
profitable and focusing on them more.  

 A risk with ABM is that some activities have an implicit value are not reflected in a 
financial value added to any product. For example, a good and pleasant working 
environment can attract and retain the best human resources, but might not be 
identified as value added activities in operational ABM.  

 ABM provides managers an understanding of costs and helps teams to make certain 
decisions that benefit the whole organizations and not just their own activities . 

 Therefore, some companies like XYZ may adopt ABM to improve their operations and 
obtain useful activity information. 

Workings 

(a)  Direct Material Cost per unit  

 The Star Dwarfs 

Total Costs (`) 22,50,000 750,000 

Production units 10,000 20,000 

Cost per unit (`) 225.00 37.50 

(b)  Direct Labour Cost per unit  

 The Star Dwarfs 

Total Costs (`) 15,00,000 5,00,000 

Production units 10,000 20,000 

Cost per unit (`) 150.00 25.00 
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(c) Variable Overheads 

 Material Related 

 Overhead Cost = 30% × `120,00,000 = `36,00,000 

 Total Volume Factor  

Particulars Units Required per unit Total Volume 

The Star 10,000 5 50,000 

Dwarfs 20,000 8 1,60,000 

Other 80,000 5 4.00,000 

  Total Volume Factor  6,10,000 

Overhead per unit of volume = `36,00,000/ 6,10,000 = `5.90.  

Therefore, Overhead Cost per product unit will be as follows: 

The Star 5 `5.90 29.50 

Dwarfs 8 `5.90 47.20 

Labour Related  

Overhead Cost = 70% × `120,00,000 = `84,00,000 

Total Operations Factor  

Particulars Units Required per unit Total Volume 

The Star 10,000 7 70,000 

Dwarfs 20,000 6 1,20,000 

Other 80,000 5 4,00,000 

  Total Operations Factor 5,90,000 

Overhead per operation = `84,00,000/ 5,90,000 = `14.24.  

Therefore, Overhead Cost per product unit will be as follows: 

The Star 7 `14.24 99.68 

Dwarfs 6 `14.24 85.44 
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(d) Product Information (by unit) is as follows:  

Particulars 

 

 

The Star Dwarfs 

Current 

Scenario 

ABC  

Basis 

Current 

Scenario 

ABC  

Basis 

Selling Price                   …(A) 740.00 740.00 151.00 151.00 

Direct Material Cost 225.00 225.00 37.50 37.50 

Direct Labour Cost 150.00 150.00 25.00 25.00 

Variable Overhead Cost:     

 Material Related 90.00 29.50 15.00 47.20 

 Labour Related 157.50 99.68 26.25 85.44 

Total Variable Cost        …(B) 622.50 504.18 103.75 195.14 

Contribution           …(A) - (B) 117.50 235.82 47.25 (44.14) 

Contribution to Sales (%) 15.88 31.87 31.29 (29.23) 

  

Total Variable Overheads are 120L. Out of which 30% i.e. 36L relates to material and 70% 

i.e. 84L relates to Labour. Now allocate variable overheads into product units using % of total 

direct material cost and total direct labour cost.  

VO Material Related 40% of Material Cost  

  `{36L/ (22.5L + 7.5L + 60L)}  

VO Labour Related 105% of Labour Cost  

  `{84L/ (15L + 5L + 60L)}  

  The Star & Dwarf  

VO Material Related  `90 = 40% of `225;  

  `15 = 40% of `37.5  

VO Labour Related  `157.5 = 105% of `150;  

  `26.25 = 105% of `25 
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4.  (i) Statement of the Customer Profitability at JSM  

Particulars A (`) B (`) C (`) D (`) E (`) 

Margin                                    …(A) 
(no. of units sold × margin per unit)                                          

36,000 60,000 70,000 56,000 80,000 

Customer Attributable Costs:      

Cost of Processing Purchase 
Orders  
(no. of purchase order × cost of 

processing the order)  

20,000 60,000 50,000 40,000 20,000 

Product Handling Cost 
(no. of units sold × cost of handling per 

item) 

900 1,200 1,500 1,050 1,200 

Delivery Cost  
(no. of deliveries × km per delivery × 

cost per km) 

900 2,220 900 3,000 750 

Cost of Rush Deliveries 
(no. of rush deliveries × cost per rush 

delivery) 

--- 2,400 --- --- --- 

Total                                       …(B) 21,800 65,820 52,400 44,050 21,950 

Profit (or Loss)               …(A) – (B) 14,200 –5,820 17,600 11,950 58,050 

Profit/ Net Revenue (in % age) 39.44% –9.7% 25.14% 21.34% 72.56% 

 Analysis  

From above, it can be concluded that customer A, C, and D are less profitable than 

customer E; whereas customer B is causing losses. Customer B provides a positive 

operating margin but is unprofitable when customer attributable costs are considered. 

This is because customer B requires more sales orders than the other customers. In 

addition, the customer has rush delivery costs. 

This analysis can make sense, if interpreted, considering the ‘Pareto Analysis’. Pareto 

Analysis named after economist Vilfredo Pareto, who specifies that 80% of consequences 

come from 20% of the causes i.e. 20% of customer provide 80% of the profit. Means input 

and output may not be balanced. (Curve of revenue, as shown in figure; represent that 

initially large amount of revenue comes from small portion of sales/customers only - such 

small proportion of customers is critical to success of entity).  

 Although here proportion of 80:20 don’t hold truth, but for JSM; 

major portion of profit (around 60%) coming from customer E 

only, therefore, customer E is critical to JSM. Special attention 

can then be given to enhancing the relationships with the 

customer E to ensure that customer E cannot migrate to other 

competitors. In addition, greater emphasis can be given to 

attract new customers that have the same attributes as the 

most profitable customer E. 
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 Further, there is no point in serving customer B, but instead of refusing to trade with 
customer B, if possible; it may be better to turn it into profitable customer. Customer B 
can be made profitable if action is taken to convince the customer B to place a smaller 
number of larger quantity orders and avoid rush deliveries. If customer B cannot be 
convinced to change its buying behavior, selling prices should be increased to cover the 
extra resources consumed. 

(ii)  Supply chain management is the technique to integrate the supplier, manufacturing, 
store, and distribution function efficiently; in order to procure, produce and distribute 
at/in right time, quantity and place respectively. For effective distribution, CRM can be 
enabling tool. CRM is an integrated approach to manage and coord inate customer 
interactions to identifying, acquiring, and retaining customers. CRM enables businesses 
to understand and retain customers (through better customer experience) apart from 
attracting new customer, in order to increase profitably and decrease customer 
management costs. CRM system, comprises following three fundamental aspects to 
facilitate building relationship with profitable customers –  

▪ Operative CRM takes care of individual transactions and is used by operational 
team. Interactions by customers are kept in the data base and are used later by 
the service, sales, and marketing team for operational decisions. In JSM, the staff 
who is responsible to deal with customer must be given access to customer’s 
details including all the information of activities performed earlier. This will 
enhance the JSMs’ staff’s efficiency to deal with customer-facing processes in a 
better way.  

▪ Analytical CRM analyses the data created on the operational side of the CRM 
effort for evaluation and prediction of customer behavior. In JSM, analytical CRM 
can highlight the patterns in customers’ behavior which will help sale team while 
pitching the product at JSM.  

▪ Collaborative CRM ensures that information about customer must flow 

seamlessly throughout the supply chain, majorly distribution channel; in form of 

collaborative effort by all associated department of JSM to increase the quality of 

services provided to customers. Increase in utility at customer end will result in 

increased loyalty. Collaborative CRM comprises interactive technology like email, 

digital media to simplify the communications between customers and staff which 

would help in building relationships.   

5.  (i)                                     Customer’s Profitability Statement 

Particulars Customer- A Customer- B Customer- C Customer- D 

Sales (cases) 7,580 38,350 78,520 15,560 

 (`) (`) (`) (`) 

List Price per case               250 250 250 250 

Less: Discount  5 

(`250 × 2%) 

14 

(`250 × 5.6%) 

22 

(`250 × 8.8%) 

18 

(`250 × 7.2%) 
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Actual Selling Price 

(Net of Discounts) 

per case 

245 236 228 232 

Less: Variable Cost 

per unit 

218 218 218 218 

Contribution per unit  27 18 10 14 

Total Contribution 2,04,660 

(`27 ×  

7,580 units) 

6,90,300 

(`18 ×  

38,350 units) 

7,85,200 

(`10 × 

 78,520 units) 

2,17,840 

(`14 ×  

15,560 units) 

Less: Additional 

Overheads 

    

Visit Cost   

 

4,500 

(6 × `750) 

9,000 

(12 × `750) 

12,000 

(16 × `750) 

7,500 

(10 × `750) 

Order Processing 

Cost 

9,600 

(12 × `800) 

14,400 

(18 × `800) 

28,000 

(35 × `800) 

19,200 

(24 × `800) 

Delivery Cost 

 

2,940 

(280 × `10.50) 

3,675 

(350 × `10.50) 

4,725 

(450 × `10.50) 

4,200 

(400 × `10.50) 

Product Handling 

Cost 

18,950 

(7,580  

× `2.50) 

95,875 

  (38,350  

× `2.50) 

1,96,300 

   (78,520  

× `2.50) 

38,900 

(15,560  

× `2.50) 

Profit per customer 1,68,670  

(11.81% of 

total) 

5,67,350  

(39.72% of  

total) 

5,44,175  

  (38.10% of  

total) 

1,48,040 

(10.37% of 

total) 

Profit per customer 

per case 

22.25 14.79 6.93 9.51 

(ii) Going by volume of cases sold, customer C is the biggest customer accounting for 56% 

of total sales volume, followed by customer B (27%), customer D (11%) and customer A 

(6%). However, in terms of profit per customer, Customer B is the most profitable 

accounting for 39.72% of the cumulative customer profits of `14,28,235. Customer C 

contributes to 38.10% of the same. Comparing customers B and C, customer B is more 

profitable despite accounting for sales volume that is less than half of customer C 

(customer C’s 56% of sale volume versus customer B ’s 27%). The primary reason for 

this is because the discount given to customer C (8.8%) is higher than that given to 

customer B (5.6%). The difference is terms of sale could be due to the fact that 

customer C is the biggest customer and hence is able to negotiate for a higher discount. 

Consequently, for each case sold, customer C gets an additional discount of `8 as 

compared to customer B. This is reflected in the contribution generated per case. Sale 

of one case to customer C generates `10 contribution versus sale of one case to 

customer B generates `18 contribution. This has a huge impact on profitability. In terms 
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of profit generated per case sold, customer C has the lowest contribution at `6.93 per 

case. The company may review whether this difference in terms of sale to each of its 

customers is justified. If the discount to customer C at 8.8% was initially extended to 

promote sales, negotiations can be made to reduce this to mutually acceptable rates. 

However, care must be taken not to lose customer C to competitors.  

 Customer D is the least profitable accounting for just 10.37% of the total customer 

profits. In terms of sale volume, the customer ranks third providing 11% volume. 

However, the customer is not profitable because of the following reasons: 

(a) A discount rate of 7.2% is provided to the customer. Each case sold after a 

discount of `18 per case, generates a contribution per case of only `14 per case. 

This is much lower compared to the contribution per case of customer A (`27 per 

case) and customer B (`18 per case). This discount policy may need to be 

reviewed. One scenario where such a high discount may be justified would be 

where customer D supplies the products that it manufactures at a discounted rate  

to a sister concern of the company. Therefore, at a parent company / overall level, 

the higher discount rate for a low volume customer D may be justified.  

(b) For a customer that provides 11% of volume, the number of site visits during the 

year were 10. Customer C giving 56% of volume had only 16 visits and customer B 

giving 27% of volume had only 12 visits. This indicates that customer D, although a 

smaller customer, requires more visits than regular customers. Therefore, site visit 

costs are higher for this customer. The reason for a higher handholding by the 

company for this customer has to be analyzed. For example, one possible reason 

could be that customer D requires the cases customized to its production 

requirement. This may require more site visits by the company’s personnel. To 

resolve this, due to the extra work involved, the company may wish to charge a 

higher sale price for the cases customized for customer D. In another other 

scenario, it may choose to charge the customer a fixed rate for each site visit. 

(c) For a customer that provides 11% of volume, the number of orders placed in a year 

are 24. Customer C giving 56% of volume placed 35 orders in a year and customer 

B giving 27% of volume placed 18 orders in a year. This indicates that customer D, 

although a small customer, places orders more frequently than other larger 

customers. Therefore, order processing costs are higher for customer D. The 

company may revise ordering schedule for this customer or find out the reason for 

higher proportion of purchase orders, in order to pass on some of the cost to the 

customer. For example, let us say, customer D has an agreement with the 

company to provide cases “just in time” resulting in more frequent orders as 

compared to other customers. Therefore, the company is providing flexibility in 

procurement to customer D. For this convenience, it may pass on some of the 

ordering cost to customer D by way of a higher selling price or a lower discount.  
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(d) Again, given the volume, the number of deliveries to customer D (400) is at a 

higher proportion compared to the larger customers C (450) and B (350). The 

company may revise delivery schedule for this customer or find out the reason for 

higher proportion of deliveries, in order to pass on some of the cost to the 

customer. For example, let us say, customer D has an agreement with the 

company to provide cases “just in time” resulting in more frequent deliveries as 

compared to other customers. Therefore, the company is providing flexibility in 

procurement to customer D. For this convenience, it may pass on some of the 

delivery cost to customer D by way of a higher selling price or a lower discount.  

 Customer A is the smallest customer providing only 6% of total sale volume. However, 

with a contribution per case at `27 per case and a profit per case at  

`22.25 per case, it is the most profitable of all customers. The primary reason for this is 

the discount of 2% offered is much lower than other customers. Each case sold to 

customer A yields a contribution of `27 as compared to a contribution of  

`10 from customer C, the biggest customer. Possible reason for a lower discount maybe 

customer A, being a smaller player, may have lesser bargaining power compared to 

other customers. If the company wishes to have a longer business relationsh ip with 

customer A, it may wish to provide more favorable discount terms to this party. 

However, since customers B and C are much larger customers, any benefit passed onto 

customer A should not impact the company adversely in the long run. For example, to 

get more orders from customer A, the company gives a 10% discount to the party. 

Consequently, the profitability of customer A will decrease. Let us say customer A 

places huge orders due to which there are capacity constraints within the company. 

Sales to customers B and C, the current larger customers, may be impacted. This could 

affect the company adversely in terms of lost sales to customers B and C and loss of 

business relationships with these parties. Therefore, careful consideration should be 

given before extending discounts to improve sales from customer A.  

As regards product handling cost, each customer is currently charged `2.5 per case 

sold. The company, if feasible, apply Activity Based Costing technique to find out if this 

can be allocated based on the cost driver for each customer. Let us say, packing cost 

before shipment is part of product handling cost. If customer B requires special packing 

to ship the goods, then customer B needs to be allocated a higher packaging cost as 

compared to the others. This cost can be recouped from customer B through a higher 

selling price. 
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6.  (i)  Customer Wise Profitability Statement and Overall Profitability Statement  

SN. Particulars  PER MGH WLY Total ` 

A Sales (net proceeds) –Table 1 2,41,288 2,37,500 2,72,812 7,51,600 

B Variable Cost of Goods Sold  

 

1,50,000 1,42,500 1,87,500 4,80,000 

C Assignable- Marketing and 

Administration Cost - Table 2 

    

 • Order Taking and 

Processing 

1,200 600 4,500 6,300 

 • Sale Return Processing  150 - 1,200 1,350 

 • Billing Cost  200 100 750 1,050 

 • Customer Visit  800 - 4,000 4,800 

 Total Assignable Marketing 

and Administration Cost 

2,350 700 10,450 13,500 

D Assignable- Distribution Cost 

- Table 2 

    

 • Expedited / Rush Orders  250 - 1,250 1,500 

 • Delivery Costs  8,000 4,000 - 12,000 

 • Inventory Carrying Cost  10,000 9,500 12,500 32,000 

 Total Assignable Distribution 

Cost  

18,250 13,500 13,750 45,500 

E Non- Assignable Fixed Cost  - - - 1,00,000 

F Total Costs (B+C+D+E)  1,70,600 1,56,700 2,11,700 6,39,000 

G Net Profit (Step A - F)  70,688 80,800 61,112 1,12,600 

H Profit % of Sales (G / A) 29% 34% 22% 15% 

 Workings 

 Table 1: Customer Sales Analysis - Revenue Analysis  

  All figures in `  

Particulars  PER MGH WLY Total ` 

Sales {Sale Units × Sale Price (gross)}  2,50,000 2,37,500 3,12,500 8,00,000 

Less: Sale Return (Step 1 × Return%)  1,250 - 31,250 32,500 

Net Sales  2,48,750 2,37,500 2,81,250 7,67,500 

Less: Cash Discount  7,462 - 8,438 15,900 

Net Proceeds  2,41,288 2,37,500 2,72,812 7,51,600 

Final Collections vs Original Sale  97% 100% 87% 94% 
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Table 2: Assignable Marketing, Administrative and Distribution Costs  

 All figures in `  

Particulars  PER MGH WLY Total  

Order Taking and Processing  

(# of orders × cost per order)  

1,200 600 4,500 6,300 

Expedited / Rush Orders  

(# of orders × cost per order)  

250 - 1,250 1,500 

Delivery Costs  

(Distance in km. × cost per km)  

8,000 4,000 - 12,000 

Sale Return Processing 

(# of returns × cost per return)  

150 - 1,200 1,350 

Billing Cost  

(# of invoices × cost per invoice)  

200 100 750 1,050 

Customer Visit  

(#of customer visits × cost per visit)  

800 - 4,000 4,800 

Inventory Carrying Cost  

(# of units × inventory carrying cost p.u.)  

10,000 9,500 12,500 32,000 

(ii)   Customer strategy: It can be seen that Bookmark LLP has an overall profit of `1,12,600 or 

15% of sales. While the performance is good, the firm’s management has to analyze 

customer wise profitability.  

(a)  WLY is the largest customer in terms of units sold. However, Table 1 above shows 

that sale returns at 10%, which is unusually large compared to other customers. 

Bookmark LLP has to investigate why the returns are of such large quantity. 

Possibly, there could be communication gap between the firm and WLY.  Possible 

non-conformity in goods delivered has resulted in returns. Only 87% of the original 

sale value is being collected. The root cause of the problem has to be identified 

and rectified. This will also reduce the sale return processing costs.  

(b)  WLY has placed many rush orders, which requires Bookmark LLP to ship these 

orders immediately, using costlier means of transportation. Currently, there is no 

charge for shipping rush orders. In order to deter WLY from repeatedly placing 

rush orders, Bookmark LLP can charge the customer for shipping such orders 

beyond a threshold number of orders. Say rush orders beyond 2 orders will be 

charged to the customer.  

(c)  WLY has placed 15 orders for 1,250 units. Comparatively, PER and MGH placed 4 

and 2 orders for approximately 1,000 units each. WLY can be requested to place 

fewer orders with larger quantity per order, in order to optimize ordering cost.  
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(d)  Being the largest customer, WLY has 5 sale visits from Bookmark LLP, which is 

more than the other 2 customers. Priced at `800 per visit, this very costly. At the 

same time, WLY is yielding the least profit. Therefore, Bookmark LLP should 

reassess if resources can be reallocated to the other two more profitable 

customers. That may encourage more sales from higher yielding customers.  

(e)  Since WLY seems to need more hand-holding in terms of more sales visits as well 

as higher rush orders, Bookmark LLP may assess if it wants to discontinue or 

reduce business. Alternatively, it may reassign these resources towards existing 

or newer customers to get better profitability. However, if WLY can be migrated to 

a higher profitability, Bookmark LLP need not lose out i ts market share. 

(f)  Customer MGH is the most profitable yielding 34% return over sales, although in 

terms of ‘Advanced Learner’s Dictionary’ ordered, it is the smallest of the three. 

Bookmark LLP can assess if it can extend some discount, in order to encourage 

more sales. Currently, Customer MGH does not get any discount.  

(g)  Bookmark LLP can assign more sales visits to Customer PER and MGH to 

encourage them purchase more as well as provide high quality customer service.  

7.  (i)                                       Statement Showing Profit per Customer per unit 

No. Particulars A (`) B (`) X (`) Y (`) Total (`) 
1   Net Sale Proceeds    

 (Refer Table 1) 

1,87,50,000  1,46,25,000  73,60,000  64,80,000  4,72,15,000  

2   Cost of Sales  

 (Refer Table 1) 

1,50,00,000  1,17,00,000  55,20,000  48,60,000  3,70,80,000  

 

Assignable Marketing 

and Administration Cost 

(Refer Table 2) 

          

3a Order Processing Cost 65,000 84,500 2,99,000 3,51,000 7,99,500 

3b Customer Visit Cost 74,000 1,11,000 1,85,000 1,62,800  5,32,800 

3  Total Assignable 

Marketing and 

Administration Cost 

(Step 3a + 3b) 

1,39,000 1,95,500 4,84,000 5,13,800  13,32,300 

 

Distribution Cost 

(Refer Table 2) 

          

4a Ordinary Delivery Cost 90,000 1,00,000 3,50,000 4,00,000  9,40,000 

4b Speed Delivery Cost 30,000 90,000 3,00,000 3,90,000  8,10,000 
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4 Total Assignable 

Distribution Cost  

(Step 4a + 4b) 

1,20,000  1,90,000  6,50,000  7,90,000   17,50,000  

5 Total Cost (Step 2+3+4) 1,52,59,000 1,20,85,500 66,54,000 61,63,800 4,01,62,300 

6 Net Profit (Step 1 - Step 

5) 

34,91,000 25,39,500 7,06,000 3,16,200  70,52,700 

7  Profit per Hob per 

Customer (Step 6 / Step 

3 of table 1) 

139.64 

  

130.23 

  

76.74 

  

39.04 

  

 114.12 

  

Table 1: Customer Sales Analysis - Net Sale Proceeds and Cost of Sales 

 No. Particulars A B X Y Total 

1 No. of Purchase 

Orders 

50 65 230 270 615 

2 No. of Hobs 

Purchased per order 

500  300  40  30  870  

3 Total Hobs Sold in 

the year 

(Step 1 × 2) 

25,000 

  

19,500 

  

9,200 

  

8,100 

  

61,800 

  

4 Listed Price per unit 

(`) 

1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 

 

5 Discount as per 

Policy (refer note 1) 

25%  25%  20%  20%  

 

6 Net Sale Price per 

unit 

(Step 4 × (1-discount 

rate per Step 5) (`) 

750 

  

750 

  

800 

  

800 

  

 

7 Net Sale Proceeds 

(Step 3 × Step 6) (`) 

1,87,50,000  1,46,25,000  73,60,000  64,80,000  4,72,15,000  

8 Cost of Sales 

(Cost per Hob `600 × 

Step 3) (`) 

1,50,00,000 

  

1,17,00,000 

  

55,20,000 

  

48,60,000 

  

3,70,80,000 

  

Note 1 

Golden East Ltd. has a policy of providing discount of 25% on listed price on orders above 200 

units and 20% on orders less than 200 units. Each order of customers A and B is for more than 

200 units while each order of X & Y is for less than 200 units. Therefore, A and B get a discount 

of 25% and X and Y get a discount of 20% on the listed price per order.  
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Table 2: Activity Based Costing Technique  

(to allocate assignable marketing, administrative and distribution cost)  

Particulars 

  

Cost per  
Driver unit 

   (`) 
A (`) 

  

B (`) 
  

X (`) 
  

Y (`) 
  

Total (`) 
  

Order processing cost 
(# of orders per customer × 
cost per order) 

1,300 

  

65,000 

  

84,500 

  

2,99,000 

  

3,51,000 

  

7,99,500 

  

Customer visit cost 
(# of visits × cost per visit) 7,400  74,000  1,11,000  1,85,000  1,62,800  5,32,800  
Ordinary delivery cost 
(# of ordinary deliveries × 
cost per delivery) 

2,000 

  

90,000 

  

1,00,000 

  

3,50,000 

  

4,00,000 

  

9,40,000 

  
Speed delivery cost 
(# of speed deliveries × cost 
per delivery) 

6,000 

  

30,000 

  

90,000 

  

3,00,000 

  

3,90,000 

  

8,10,000 

  

Evaluation of the Customer Profitability 

From the above calculations, it can be concluded that the average profit per hob sold 

is `114.12. Sales to all the concerned customers are profitable. However, it can be 

observed that, sales to customers A and B, who are wholesale buyers, yield above 

average profit per hob `139.64 and `130.23 respectively.  While sales to customers X 

and Y, who are retail buyers, yield below average profit per hob `76.74 and `39.04 

respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that sales to wholesale buyers are more 

profitable than sales to retail buyers. In terms of units of hob sold, sales to A and B 

account for nearly 72% of the sales (Customer A 25,000 units, Customer B 19,500 

units from total sales of 61,800 units). Therefore, Golden East Ltd. seems to have a 

profitable business. However, analysis to improve the profitability from sales to retail 

customers like customers X and Y, would enable Golden East to improve its overall 

bottom-line.  

(ii) Recommendation 

 Steps to improve customer profitability of retail customers X and Y. Referring to Table 

1, a major portion of the assignable marketing, administration and distribution cost 

can be traced to customers X and Y. Breaking this down into various cost heads:  

(a) Order Processing Costs: A total 615 purchase orders relating to sale of 61,800 

hobs have been raised by the four customers. Customer X has raised 37% of the 

orders to buy 9,200 (15%) hobs, Customer Y has raised 44% of the orders to 

buy (13%) of the hobs, while the balance 19% to buy 72% of the hobs have been 

raised by Customers A and B. Therefore, the retail customers X and Y are 

raising proportionally far more purchase orders as compared to wholesale 

customers. To process these orders, Golden East has to incur order processing 

charges on a higher scale. While the nature of sale to retail customers may 
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entail sales in much smaller lots as compared to wholesale customers, Golden 

East Ltd. may require retail customers to place a threshold of minimum order 

quantity to be ordered in each purchase order. Fewer orders with larger quantity 

will reduce resources that would be needed for order processing, which will 

contribute towards lowering the processing cost for Golden East Ltd.  

(b) Customer Visit Costs: These are marketing costs incurred by the company 

towards to provide support by understanding customer’s needs and sorting 

operational issues. A total 72 visits relating to the four customers show that 

majority of visits have been made to customers X (25 visits) and Y (22 visits). 

However, sales to these customers account only for 28% of the hobs sold 

(Customer X 9,200 units Customer Y 8,100 of a total of 61,800 units sold). 

These retail customers are in need of a lot of hand-holding from the company. 

Golden East Ltd. needs to understand the reasons for so many visits to these 

two customers. Despite having so many visits, the sales are not as much as the 

wholesale customers. Therefore, Golden East has to analyze why so many visits 

are required to be made? This may indicate any improvements that can be made 

to business operations that can provide the required level of customer support, 

without so many customer visits. If this can be understood and implemented, 

resources required for customer visits would reduce, thereby reducing these 

costs.  

(c) Ordinary Deliveries: Out of a total of 470 deliveries to the four customers, 

Customer X has 175 deliveries and Customer Y has 200 deliveries. Again, as 

explained above in point (a), retail customer orders lesser quantity as compared 

to wholesale customers. Therefore, the number of deliveries will be more. 

However, if Golden East Ltd. requires customers to order a minimum quantity 

each time, this can reduce the number of deliveries. This would reduce the 

resources required for making deliveries, thereby reducing the costs as well.  

(d) Speed Deliveries: These are rush orders placed by customers to meet their 

urgent and immediate requirements. Since demand is required to be met in a 

short time span, Golden East may have to employ faster means of delivery. In 

the given problem, the cost of speed delivery is thrice the cost of an ordinary 

delivery. Out of a total of 135 deliveries, Customer X has 50 and Customer Y 

has 65 speed deliveries. At the same time, they account for only 28% of hob 

sales. Golden East Ltd. can require these customers to place of minimum order 

amount as part of their regular orders. This could reduce the need for speed 

deliveries. It could also make speed deliveries chargeable, if the number of such 

orders exceed a certain threshold say 10 orders in a year. This will enable 

Golden East Ltd. to recover some portion of the costs that it incurs to make 

these deliveries.  
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(iii) List of service organizations using customer profitability analysis: 

(a) Financial institutions like Banks and Insurance Companies.  

(b) Hospitality services like Hotels, Travel Agents, and Tour Operators.  

(c) Professional services like Audit and Accounting Firms, Law Firms, Consultancy 

Firms like IT Consultancy, Management Consultancy.  

(d) Hospitals and Healthcare providers. 

(e) Logistics and Freight Companies that transport goods to various destinations.   

(iv)  Benefits of Customer Profitability Analysis: 

(a) It helps the supplier to identify which customers are eroding overall profitability 

and which customers are contributing to it.  

(b) It can help to provide a basis for constructive dialogue between buyer and seller to 

improve margins. 

8.  (i)  Product cost under absorption costing method includes all manufacturing costs that are 

incurred to produce a product {direct material, labour, and overheads (both fixed and 

variable)}. The allocation of overhead is determined by a single cost driver based on 

volume of production (popular ones are machine hours or direct labour hours). This 

driver is applied to the entire production overhead to arrive at the production overhead 

rate. For example, in the given problem, labour hours are being used to allocate 

overheads to Pianos and Keyboards. All production overheads are allocated to products 

based on this driver irrespective of whether this resource was used by the product or 

not. For example, production overheads include maintenance cost relating to space 

for subcontracting work. This cost is incurred for the manufacture of Piano alone. This 

portion of the maintenance cost gets clubbed with other production costs. Eventually, an 

overhead absorption rate is calculated using the ratio direct labour hours for each 

product. Absorption costing would ignore the fact that the manufacture of Keyboards 

does not utilize the space allocated for subcontracting work. This skews the product 

costing by erroneously inflating the cost of Keyboards, some portion of the cost of 

manufacturing Pianos passes onto the product cost for Keyboards. Application of a 

single cost driver may not be the most appropriate way of allocating costs between 

products. For example, in the given problem, factory rent that is clubbed with total 

overheads and applied to the product cost as part of the overhead rate. Absorption 

costing ignores that direct labour may not be the most appropriate basis to allocate 

factory rent overhead to the products. 

  Activity based costing identifies the cost of each activity and assigns costs to units 

produced based on the number of activities used by each unit. Instead of being clubbed 

as a single overhead cost, costs for each activity are captured in their respective cost 

pools. The most appropriate cost driver is selected. Cost drivers could be volume based 
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(machine hours / direct labour) or transaction based (# of purchase orders). This cost 

driver is used as the basis to allocate costs to various products based on the utilization 

of the resource related to that activity. Overhead costs are assumed to be variable, 

determined (or driven) by the selected cost driver. Here, the cost of maintaining space 

for subcontracting relates entirely to the manufacture of Pianos. Using ABC method, 

this cost will be allocated only to Piano products since allocation is now based on 

utilization of the resource to manufacture the product. Again, under this method, factory 

rent could have space utilization as the cost driver. Therefore, using ABC method, the 

allocation of rent overhead to the products will be made on a more logical basis as 

compared to absorption costing. 

  To conclude, product costing using absorption costing is relatively simpler, a method 

regularly followed for financial accounting purpose. Product costing using ABC met hod 

results in more detailed yet accurate figures. It highlights the cost / benefit of various 

activities that helps management focus on eliminating non-value added activities. 

 (ii)  Implementation of ABC Method within Melody would include the following steps: 

  Activity Mapping: Production process has to be first broken down into various activities. 

Based on their nature, activities must then be clubbed to form activity pools. Activity 

pools must then tie in with the products or services. 

  Cost Pools: Overheads costs are then identified to each activity pools. This gives the 

cost pool for each category of activity. 

  Cost Driver: Identify the activity that bring about the cost. For example, space utilization 

would be a standard cost driver for factory rent. Cost drivers could be volume based or 

transaction based. 

  Overhead Rate: Once the cost pool and cost driver are identified, the cost per unit of 

cost driver (overhead rate) is determined.  

  Overhead Cost Allocation: Depending on how much of the resource (cost driver) the 

product utilizes, the cost is allocated accordingly to that product.  

  Product Cost: The allocated overhead cost is added to the cost of direct materials and 

labour to arrive at the full cost of production for the unit. 

 (iii) Appropriateness of ABC Method for the Keyboard and Piano Divisions 

  The Piano Division receives numerous requests for customization from its customers. 

While it produces only 1,000 Pianos in a year, no two customizations are the same. 

Therefore, the range of Pianos manufactured by Melody can be considered varied. 

Production overheads cost, including subcontracting work, form 35% of the total 

production cost. ((₹3,75,00,000 + ₹4,50,00,000)/ ₹23,75,00,000). Therefore, 

overheads form a substantial portion of product cost. Due to the variety in 

customization, it is important to price each customization at a rate that will yield an 

acceptable profit margin to Melody. To do this, manufacturing process has to be 
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segregated into various activities and cost pools. Depending on utilization of resources 

related to each activity, each Piano can be sold at an appropriate price. If a Piano 

requires more of a resource from an activity, this can be included in the product cost 

and factored into the selling price, such that even with customization an acceptable 

profit margin can be earned. Thus, ABC method can help Melody arrive at a more 

accurate cost of production as compared to absorption costing.  

  While, overhead cost is one aspect of ABC analysis, the other information that an 

organization gets from this framework is that it can identify the activities that add value 

to the product. At the same time, non-value adding services can be identified (for 

example storage) and measures can be taken to minimize them. This helps it partner 

better with its customers and gain a competitive edge. 

  The Keyboard Division produces 10,000 Keyboards annually, all sold as a standard 

product with no customization. Activities are standardized, with no variation in the 

process between the Keyboards. Production overheads form only 6% of total cost of 

production. (₹65,00,000 / ₹11,15,00,000). Implementation of ABC method is time 

consuming and complex. Here, due to the standardized nature of production and low 

quantum of production overheads, ABC method may not be justified for the time and 

effort involved. In this case, absorption costing may seem to be a more practical 

approach to arrive at product price. 

 (iv) Activity Based Management to help Melody improve business performance 

  Activity based management can help Melody to meet the customer needs while using 

the lowest possible resource or cost. ABM can be used at an operational or strategic 

level. 

  Product Pricing 

  This would be especially in case of the Piano Division. As explained above, ABC 

method would enable Melody calculate a more accurate cost of production for each 

Piano. Currently, the cost of subcontracting work used for customizing Pianos is 

₹3,75,00,000. This is being charged to the customers with a 10% mark-up to cover for 

any incidental overhead. However, this is very simplistic. As such the mark -up that can 

be earned under this method will be ₹37,50,000. However, the cost of maintenance of 

the area for subcontracting work is higher at ₹50,00,000. Therefore, it can be concluded 

that Melody is not recovering the entire portion of the incidental overheads incurred by 

providing the subcontracting work. 

  By identifying the cost pools relating to the subcontracting work, Piano Division can 

determine that it is making a loss on the subcontract work as a whole. It could therefore 

adjust the price of customized Pianos such that it earns an acceptable margin on each 

sale. This is at an operational level. At a strategic level, Melody can determine which 

type of customizations are most profitable. Customizations that are not very frequent, 

too complex, and costly may be avoided as it takes away resources from Melody in 
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terms of labour, space etc. At the same time, careful consideration should be given to 

such decisions since it is this customization service that gives Melody an edge over 

other competitors. Therefore, Melody should take decisions that help it balance the 

customer base, while keeping the costs low and processes as standardized as possible. 

  Analysis of Activities 

  Implementation of ABC method forces the company to take a more detailed look at its 

activities that comprise of its manufacturing process. It may be found that certain 

activities can be performed in more efficient manner. Also, activities can be identified as 

that that add value to the product and those that are not value adding. For example, in 

the given example, storage is not a value adding activity. Melody can work on a system 

where it optimizes the production process such that storage requirements are lower. 

The inventory turnover of Piano can also be improved, since quicker the Piano is 

shipped to the customer, lower the space requirement. Inspection is another non- 

value adding activity. For example, Melody switch to a standardized procurement 

system for its raw materials from reputed suppliers. While it may be a costlier option, 

this may lead to lower defects in the product, therefore requiring lesser need for 

inspection. 

  Performance Measurement 

  Employee resource should be used more towards value adding activities. Proper 

training would be required to ensure acceptable quality of work. This would 

automatically reduce non-value adding activities like rework, idle time, and inspection. 

There has to be proper information system in place that captures such data. This is 

facilitated through the implementation of ABC costing method and use of ABM. 

However, to have a successful system, senior management need to be committed to 

this model, proper communication and training has to be given to employees. To 

implement such a performance system the management has to commit sufficient time 

and effort. Cost benefit considerations of having such systems should also be taken into  

consideration. To conclude, implementing ABM should not take up productive time of 

employees and become a non- value activity in itself. 
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